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Abstract 

The lack of baseline estimates of air-sea C02 exchange in Arctic and sub-Arctic 

regions represents a major shortfall in our ability to understand how climate change may 

affect CO2 fluxes at high latitude. The 2005 ArcticNet cruise of Hudson Bay provided a rare 

comprehensive oceanographic survey of one such region. Ship-based observations of sea

surface fugacity of CO2 (fCO2sw) were made at 56 locations between September 15 and 

October 26, and were found to range from 259µatm in Hudson Strait to 425µatm at the 

entrance to James Bay. Strong relationships between fC02sw and river discharge were 

identified, with coastal waters observed to be supersaturated in f CO2sw with respect to the 

atmosphere (and thus a source of CO2), while off-shore waters were undersaturated (thus a 

sink). High correlation of fC02sw with salinity, sea surface temperature (SST), and colored 

dissolved organic matter (CDOM) suggest that thermodynamic effects and possibly the 

oxidation of riverine carbon were driving supersaturation in the coastal zone. 

To expand the spatial and temporal domain of the study, a remote sensing approach 

was applied. Predictive algorithms for fC02sw were created from relationships with CDOM 

and SST; variables which can be measured from satellite remote sensing platforms. A SST

fC02sw algorithm was used with monthly maps of SST obtained from the MODIS aqua 

sensor to extrapolate fC02sw in Hudson Bay for the 2005 ice-free season (August-October). 

Gas transfer velocities were estimated using twice-daily QuikSCAT wind retrievals, and by 

using a bulk aerodynamic approach the monthly flux of CO2 in Hudson Bay was calculated. 

The results of these calculations revealed that Hudson Bay acts as a source of C02 during 

August and September (4.10 and 5.29 mmol m-2 daf1, respectively), but reverts to a sink of 

CO2 in October as the water temperature cools (-5.83 mmor2 daf1
). By integrating over the 

spatial extent of Hudson Bay and the 92 day open-water season, a positive flux of 0.93 TgC 

was estimated. This result is in contrast to most Arctic or sub-Arctic continental shelf seas, 

where usually strong absorptions of CO2 are observed. It is hypothesized that this difference 

is related to the strong influence of river discharge. 

Future studies are necessary to constrain fluxes in Hudson Bay over an annual cycle 

and to determine the oceanographic controls on CO2 flux. However, this study is significant 

since it represents the first-ever examination of air-sea CO2 exchange in Hudson Bay. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 - Motivation 

Research over the past half-century has conclusively shown that atmospheric CO2 

levels have been rising at a near-exponential rate since industrialization [Keeling, 1960; 

Neftel, et al., 1985; Mann, et al., 1998]. Since 1959, direct observations made at Mauna Loa, 

Hawaii have shown a rise in CO2 concentrations from 316 ppm/v to 377 ppm/v [Keeling and 

Whorl, 2005]. This trend has been extended into the past by ice-core records to derive a pre

industrial level of 280 ppm/v [Neftel, et al. , 1985]. At the current rate of increase, an 

atmosphere containing twice the pre-industrial level of CO2 will be reached by the end of the 

century. It has long been understood (e.g. Arrhenius [1896]) that by increasing 

concentrations of CO2 and other greenhouse gases more energy is trapped in the atmosphere, 

causing changes in climate that are most easily characterized by rising temperatures. The 

present body of scientific research has reached a near-unanimous consensus that industrial 

emissions of greenhouse gases ( of which CO2 is the most important) are presently causing a 

shift in the Earth's climate system that reflects a warmer climate regime [IPCC, 2007]. 

Considering the mounting evidence for current climate change and the specter of 

future change, a great deal of research has focused on the fate of anthropogenic CO2 in the 

atmosphere. Approximately 30% of the present anthropogenic emissions of CO2 are 

absorbed by the global oceans [Denman, et al., 2007], however model predictions (see 

Greenblatt and Sarmiento [2004]) and recent observations [Thomas, et al., 2007] suggest that 

this sink may weaken as global warming modifies ocean circulation, stratification and 

solubility. Within the oceanographic community, the bulk of the research efforts have gone 

into quantifying exchange of CO2 in large ocean basins, which has allowed for budgeting 

CO2 in these areas [Takahashi, et al., 2002] and for prediction of the effects of climate 

change [Sarmiento, et al., 1998]. Unfortunately, much less is known about the exchange of 

CO2 in coastal seas. 

Coastal seas ( defined as ocean waters extending from the shore to the continental 

slope break) are very important in the global carbon cycle due to their role as an intermediary 

between the oceanic, terrestrial and atmospheric carbon reservoirs [ Walsh, et al., 1981; 
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Thomas, et al., 2004]. However, the precise budgeting of these waters as either sources or 

sinks of atmospheric CO2 lacks a firm consensus [Cai and Dai, 2004; Chen, 2004; Thomas, 

et al., 2004]. This ambiguity is largely due to the variability ofbiogeochemical processes in 

coastal zones, and a dearth of baseline observations in many regions. Borges, et al. [2005] 

conducted an extensive literature review of reported air-sea CO2 fluxes and found that high

latitude and temperate coastal oceans tend to be a sink of CO2 (integrated exchanges of -0.10 

Pg C yr-1 and -0.13 Pg C yr-1 respectively) while subtropical and tropical coastal oceans tend 

to be sources of CO2 (0.18 Pg C yr-1
). Cai, et al. [2006] conducted a similar review with 

similar results. However, these studies also identified a great deal of spatial and temporal 

variability in air-sea CO2 flux both within and between latitudinal bands, which provides 

impetus for conducting studies in the large fraction of coastal ocean that remains unstudied. 

Of particular relevance are studies of CO2 exchange on Arctic shelves. Climate 

change appears to be occurring exceptionally fast in the Arctic [Serreze, et al., 2000; 

Overland, et al., 2002], which is in line with model predictions of asymmetric warming 

[Flato and Boer, 2001; Holland and Bitz, 2003]. The observed reduction of sea ice cover 

[Cavalieri, et al., 1997] and dire predictions of accelerated sea ice loss [Holland, et al., 2006; 

Stroeve, et al., 2007] are especially important in determining the role of the Arctic in global 

CO2 cycling. For example, Bates, et al., [2006] estimated that the sink of CO2 in the Arctic 

ocean has tripled over the last three decades as a result of decreasing sea ice cover. 

However, this study was based on observations of the Chukchi Sea shelf, and does not take 

into consideration the role of other Arctic shelves. In order to properly understand the role of 

the Arctic in air-sea CO2 exchange, there is a need to first expand our baseline observations 

on the various shelf seas. 

1.2 - Objectives 

The overarching objective of this project is to use remote sensing and field data to 

create an estimate of CO2 flux in the Hudson Bay region during the 2005 ice free season 

(August-October). The study is based on fieldwork carried out onboard the CCGS Amundsen 

as part of the NSERC Networks of Centers of Excellence 'ArcticN et'. Estimation of CO2 

flux in this region addresses a knowledge gap that will allow for a better understanding of the 

present state of air-sea CO2 flux in this region. Considering that no such previous studies 
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have been conducted in the area and that present attempts to budget CO2 fluxes in the coastal 

oceans do not include Hudson Bay [Borges, et al., 2005; Cai, et al., 2006] any estimate of 

CO2 flux in this region represents a significant scientific contribution. 

A secondary objective of this study is to generate hypotheses about the 

biogeochemical factors controlling CO2 flux in Hudson Bay. The study itself is not 

specifically designed to determine what oceanographic processes control the distribution of 

dissolved CO2 (and hence the magnitude and direction of CO2 flux), but the dataset does 

allow for the examination of patterns. Since this dataset is unique, it is a worthwhile 

endeavor to speculate on what may be controlling dissolved CO2 in Hudson Bay in hopes 

that future studies may be designed to test those hypotheses. By properly understanding 

what controls dissolved CO2 in Hudson Bay, predictions of the future state of air-sea CO2 

exchange in the region can be made. 

1.3 - Thesis outline 

Chapters 2-4 of this thesis are literature review chapters that examine aspects of the 

ocean carbon cycle, air-sea gas exchange and remote sensing theory from which the thesis 

builds. Chapter 5 introduces the study area, and reviews past research that has been 

conducted in the region. Chapter 6 outlines the field methodology conducted during the 

cruise of Hudson Bay, while chapter 7 presents and discusses the results of that study. These 

two chapters compose a paper that has been submitted for publication: 

Else, B.G.T., T.N. Papakyriakou, J.J. Yackel, M.A. Granskog (2007). Observations of sea 
surface JC02 and estimated air-sea CO2 fluxes in the Hudson Bay region (Canada) 
during the open-water season, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research -
Oceans, June 6, 2007, Sub#: 2007JC004389. 32p. 

Chapter 8 describes the remote sensing methodology used to estimate fluxes of CO2 

over the ice-free season in Hudson Bay, while chapter 9 presents and discusses the results of 

this study. These chapters have also been submitted for a separate publication: 

Else, B.G.T., J.J. Yackel, T.N. Papakyriakou (2007). An application of satellite remote 
sensing techniques for estimating air-sea CO2 fluxes in Hudson Bay, Canada during 
the ice-free season, submitted to Remote Sensing of Environment, Oct. 3, 2007, Sub #: 
RSE-D-07-00544. 43p. 
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Although it may be unorthodox to have two separate methodology and results 

sections, chapters 8 and 9 draw heavily from the previous two chapters, allowing for 

continuity throughout the thesis. Chapter 10 summarizes the results of the thesis, and makes 

suggestions for future work. An appendix is included to shows detailed calculations that 

were omitted from the body of the thesis for the sake of brevity. 
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Chapter 2: Oceanic Carbon Cycling 

2.1 - The Importance of the Oceanic Carbon Cycle 

The most recent IPCC report places the current anthropogenic release rate of carbon 

at approximately 7.2 PgC (26.4 Pg CO2) per year [IPCC, 2007]. However, the annual rate of 

increase in atmospheric CO2 is only about 4.1 PgC per year, which indicates that significant 

sinks of CO2 are currently operating within the global carbon cycle [ Denman, et al., 2007]. 

There are really only two carbon reservoirs that respond quickly enough to account for this 

sink: the terrestrial biosphere and the global oceans. Of these two, the ocean sink is the most 

significant, and the easiest to constrain. Denman, et al. [2007] compiled the most recent 

estimates of the oceanic carbon sink using seven different methodologies, and found that they 

are in good agreement, converging on a mean estimate of -2.2 PgC per year. This means that 

the oceans are currently removing ~30% of anthropogenic emissions, and are responsible for 

more than half of the total global CO2 sink. 

It is important, however to note that this sink of CO2 is not distributed evenly either in 

space or time (see Figure 2.1 ). Significant regional variations exist such that some areas of 

the ocean are actually net annual sources of CO2, and seasonal variations can cause a region 

to oscillate between a source and a sink over the course of an annual cycle [Takahashi, et al., 

2002]. Significant differences also exist between the coastal seas and the open ocean [ Chen, 

2004; Borges, 2005; Cai, et al. , 2006]. The purpose of this chapter is to explain what oceanic 

and atmospheric processes determine the source/sink status of a given ocean region. A 

comprehensive understanding of these processes is important in generating hypotheses about 

what may be controlling CO2 flux in Hudson Bay, and will form the theoretical basis for 

much of the discussion in subsequent chapters . 
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Figure 2.1: Climatological mean pC02sw from ship-based measurements. Mean values are 
for February (top) and August (bottom). Taken from Takahashi, et al. [2002] 

2.2 - The Role of the Surface Ocean in Determining C02 Flux 

Whether a given ocean region acts as a source or a sink of atmospheric CO2 lies in 

how the surface ocean layer exchanges CO2 with the atmosphere. According to well 

accepted theories of gas exchange, the flux of CO2 ( Fc
0 2 

) is equal to the product of the 

concentration gradient of CO2
1 

( ~[ CO2]) between the atmosphere and the surface ocean (i.e. 

~[CO2 ] = [COiJ sw -[COiJai, where sw and air indicate represent the sea surface and the 

atmosphere respectively) and a variable known as the gas transfer velocity (k) [Broecker, et 

al., 1985; Liss, 1983; Liss and Merlivat, 1986]: 

1 For this chapter, the discussion will deal with concentrations of CO2 (denoted [CO2] , and usually reported in 
µmol kg-1

) instead of the more common practice of reporting dissolved CO2 as partial pressure (pC02) or 
fugacity (JC02) . Working with [CO2] allows for an easier understanding of carbonate chemistry, which is 
crucial in this discussion. Section 3.2.1 shows how to relate pC02/fC02 to [CO2]. 
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[2.1] 

Equation 2.1 can be seen as consisting of two components; the concentration gradient, which 

determines the potential magnitude and direction of exchange, and the transfer velocity, 

which determines the rate at which exchange can occur. This equation is set up to conform 

to the common (although not universal) convention of describing sinks of CO2 as negative 

fluxes (i.e. fluxes into the ocean), and sources of CO2 as positive fluxes (fluxes from the 

ocean). k is not directional, so therefore the determination of whether an ocean region is a 

source or a sink of CO2 lies in the ~[CO 2 ] term; if [CO2]sw is lower than [CO2]air 

(undersaturated), the ocean will be a sink, and if it is higher than [CO2]air (supersaturated) the 

ocean will be a source. This can be further simplified when determining the flux of an ocean 

region over annual and seasonal timescales. At these timescales [CO2]air does not vary 

significantly, which means that only [CO2]sw is important to ~[CO 2 ] (although it should be 

noted that on timescales of several days or less [CO2]air may deviate significantly from the 

mean value [Wang, et al., 2007a], and that over the last century the ocean has likely changed 

from a source of CO2 to a sink of CO2 due to the increase in [CO2]air associated with 

anthropogenic emissions [Sabine, et al., 2004]). Following this simplification, this chapter 

will deal primarily with explaining how various carbon cycling processes in the ocean 

determine [CO2]sw (and hence the exchange potential). The controls on the rate of exchange 

(k) will be set aside for discussion in chapter 3. 

2.3 - Processes that Modify [C02]sw 

One of the major implications of equation 2.1 is that the process of air-sea gas 

exchange works to restore ~[COJ to zero. Given an initial perturbation to ~[CO 2 ] and the 

absence of other processes modifying [CO2]sw or [CO2]air eventually the two terms will reach 

equilibrium (i.e. ~[CO 2 ] = 0) and gas exchange will cease. However, numerous studies have 

shown that certain regions of the oceans are persistently undersaturated or supersaturated in 

[CO2]sw, either for part or for all of an annual cycle (see for e.g. Gruber, et al. [2002]; 

Takahashi et al. [1993]; Takahashi et al. [2002] ). Since [CO2]air does not change much over 
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an annual cycle, processes must be occurring in the surface ocean that perturb [CO2]sw faster 

than it can come into equilibrium with the atmosphere. 

The best way to understand how [CO2]sw can be modified is through an understanding 

of the inorganic carbon chemistry associated with CO2 (as per Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow 

[2001]): 

Ko > H co* 
2 3 

K, > H+ +co2-
(aq) 3(aq) [2.2] 

When gaseous CO2 is dissolved in water it is hydrated and reacts with water to form carbonic 

acid (H2CO3(aq)) which exists in a very small proportion (<0.3%) to CO2(aq)- Since H2CO3(aq) 

and CO2cav cannot be discriminated, the two are usually combined and represented as 

H2co: (as is the case in equation 2.2). The diprotic carbonic acid then dissociates to 2H+ 

and co~- in a two-step process. CO2 can be removed or added directly to the ocean by air

sea gas exchange, but by looking at equation 2.2 and applying a basic understanding of 

chemistry, we can see two more ways of indirectly modifying CO2cav (and thus changing 

[CO2]sw): (1) by changing the values of the equilibrium coefficients (denoted Ko, K1 and K2), 

and (2) by changing the concentration of any of the species to the right of CO2cg), which will 

in tum change the equilibrium state following Le Chatelier' s principle2. 

In order to simplify measurements and interpretations of equation 2.2, 

oceanographers have found it useful to define two key parameters: dissolved inorganic 

carbon (DIC) and total alkalinity (Alk) as: 

Alk = [HCO;]+2[CO~-]+[Off ]-[H+] 

+[B(OH)~] + minor bases 

[2.3] 

[2.4] 

Thus, DIC is essentially a sum of the inorganic carbon species present in the water, while Alk 

is a measure of excess bases over acids. This provides us with an easy application of Le 

2 Le Chatelier's principle states that a change in concentration of one of the species present in a chemical 
equilibrium will be partially counter acted by a shift in the equilibrium state. For example, by lowering the 

concentration of H(aq), Hco;(aq), CO~(aq) or H 2co; some quantity of CO2(g) will be consumed to 

compensate. 
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Chatelier's principle - if DIC is added (removed), [CO2]sw will increase (decrease) and if 

alkalinity is increased (decreased) [CO2]sw will decrease (increase). The question that the 

rest of this chapter will attempt to address is what processes occur in the ocean that can 

modify the dissociation constants or DIC/Alk. These processes can be roughly divided into 

physical and biological ones, and the subsequent discussion will follow that division. 

2.3.1 -Physical processes affecting [C02}sw 

Changes in temperature 

Changes in temperature affect [CO2]sw through the thermodynamics of equation 2.2. 

Ko (the solubility of CO2 in seawater), and K1 and K2 (the dissociation coefficients) are 

dependent on both temperature and salinity [Weiss, 1974; Dickson and Millero, 1987; 

Dickson, 1990; Millero, 1995]. An increase (decrease) in temperature shifts the equilibrium 

to the left (right), thus increasing (decreasing) [CO2]sw• Takahashi, et al. [1993] performed 

an experiment on sample seawater where DIC and Alk were held constant, and only 

temperature was modified. Their results (presented here in terms of pC02 as per their study) 

provide a very useful equation that describes changes in pC02sw as a logarithmic function of 

change in temperature: 

a In pC02sw ~ 0.04230 c-1 
ar [2.5] 

This thermodynamic effect is important in many oligotrophic ocean basins (i.e. where 

biological activity is low) [Takahashi, et al. , 1993; Gruber, et al., 2002; Keeling, et al., 

2004]. For example, at the Bermuda-Atlantic Time-series Study site (BATS) Gruber, et al. 

[2002] observed pC02sw ranging from 390µatm in the summer to 320µatm in the winter, with 

very little change in biological productivity. Another important consideration is the 

upwelling of water from depths. Usually, upwelled water warms when it reaches the surface 

which raises the [CO2]sw• Since deep water is generally rich in DIC (see section 2.3.2) 

upwelling zones tend to be sources of CO2. 
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Changes in salinity 

As mentioned previously, the constants Ko, K1 and K2 are also dependent on salinity. 

If DIC and Alk are kept constant, and salinity is increased [CO2]sw will increase according to 

the following equation [ Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006]: 

8lnpCO2sw ~ l 
8SAL 

[2.6] 

Since salinity tends to vary much less than temperature and the [CO2]sw /salinity dependence 

is much lower than the [CO2]sw /temperature dependence (compare equations 2.5 & 2.6), 

variations in salinity tend not to be a driving factor of variations in [CO2]sw• It is also 

important to note that the conditions implied in equation 2.6 are very unlikely; it is difficult 

to conceive of an oceanic process that would modify salinity but would not change DIC/Alk. 

For example, increasing salinity through evaporation would necessarily concentrate DIC and 

Alk, while decreasing salinity through precipitation would dilute DIC/Alk. 

This brings up the question of how sensitive [CO2]sw is to dilution ( concentration) of 

DIC/Alk associated with the addition (removal) of freshwater. By combining the effects of 

modifying DIC!Alk with the salinity effect expressed in equation 2.6, Sarmiento and Gruber 

[2006] calculated the salinity dependence of [CO2]sw to be enhanced by ~60%. This means 

that the addition of freshwater (that has a DIC/Alk of near zero) will decrease [CO2]sw more 

significantly than expected from equation 2.6, while the removal of freshwater (without 

removing DIC/Alk) will increase [CO2]sw• This is of particular interest in studies of Arctic 

seas, because the melting and thawing of sea ice represents a modification of the freshwater 

balance. During the fall/winter season the formation of sea ice results in a net decrease of 

freshwater, which we would expect to increase [CO2]sw, while the spring/summer melt of sea 

ice should represent a net influx of freshwater and thus a lowering of [CO2]sw· Another 

obvious source of freshwater would be river discharge. However, as will be explained in 

section 2.3.3, most rivers do not have DIC!Alk concentrations near zero, and therefore cannot 

be expected to behave in the same manner. 
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Gas exchange 

The final physical process to be discussed in this section is the modification of 

[CO2]sw through air-sea gas exchange. Essentially, air-sea gas exchange can be considered as 

a process that either adds or removes CO2cav from the left side of equation 2.2. Since air-sea 

gas exchange is controlled by equation 2.1, the key factors are wind speed (since this 

determines k) and ~[CO2 ]. As mentioned previously, air-sea gas exchange is the mechanism 

through which ~[CO 2 ] can be returned to equilibrium, but it often does not proceed rapidly 

enough to reach that state. This is largely because of the carbonate reactions shown in 

equation 2.2. Once CO2 has dissolved in seawater to form the species H 2co;, that species 

reacts with the carbonate (co:-), the strongest base in the system. For every 20 H 2co; 
molecules created through the dissolution of CO2, 19 go towards this reaction with carbonate, 

and only 1 remains in the H2co; form [Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006]. This essentially 

means that out of 20 molecules of CO2 gas dissolved into seawater, only 1 goes towards 

increasing [CO2]sw• As an example of how long it takes for equilibrium to be reached via this 

method Sarmiento and Gruber [2006] used typical transfer velocities and a mixed layer 

depth of 40m and calculated that it would take approximately 6 months for the air and 

atmosphere to come into equilibrium. Most of the processes described above (i.e. changes to 

salinity and temperature) can occur on much shorter time scales than this, and in the 

following section we will see that biological processes can act even more rapidly. Air-sea 

gas transfer is therefore not as important in determining [CO2]sw as most of the other 

potential modifying processes. 

2.3.2 -Biological processes affecting [C02}sw 

Photosynthesis 

The main mechanism through which [CO2]sw is lowered by biological activity is by 

the utilization of CO2 by autotrophic photosynthesizing organisms (primarily phytoplankton). 

Phytoplankton convert CO2, water and nutrients into organic matter through the following 

equation [ Redfield, et al., 1963]: 
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where the species HNO3 (nitrate) and H3PO4 (phosphate) are referred to as nutrients. Since 

nitrate and phosphate largely exist as NO; and HPO!- at the pH of seawater, this equation 

can be recast as: 

Viewing the equation in this form shows that photosynthesis not only reduces [CO2]sw by 

directly consuming it, but also through the consumption of H+, which increases Alk causing 

equation 2.2 to shift right, further lowering [CO2]sw• 

The magnitude of [CO2]sw reduction depends on the degree to which photosynthesis 

is limited by nutrient and light availability (technically, CO2 could be a limiting nutrient as 

well, but due to its abundance this is usually not the case). Nutrient availability constrains 

primary production since in the absence of nutrients no organic material can be formed. 

Nutrients are often depleted during phytoplankton blooms if no external source of nutrients 

replaces the ones utilized by the intense productivity. One of the major sources of nutrients 

is the deep ocean (for reasons explained in the following section on remineralization). Thus, 

productivity tends to be high in regions of upwelling, and low in regions where upwelling is 

suppressed ( e.g. Gruber et al. [2002]). Another key source of nutrients (particularly for 

coastal oceans) is river discharge, which can carry large loads of nutrients of terrestrial 

origins [Maybeck, 1982]. Under certain circumstances this effect can support high 

productivity in estuarine zones (e.g. Gattuso, et al. [1998], Smith and Hollibaugh [1993]). 

The second limiting factor critical to photosynthesis is light availability. 

Photosynthesis occurs in the euphotic zone, which is defined as the ocean layer that receives 

enough photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) to support photosynthesis (usually 

considered to be the depth at which the available PAR is 1 % of the surface PAR). The depth 

of the euphotic zone is determined by the amount of scattering and absorption that light 

experiences as it travels through the water column. Highly turbid waters (such as those 

found in coastal zones) can greatly reduce the euphotic zone depth, and thus limit 

productivity [ Cloern, 1987]. Another key factor is the depth of the mixed layer; if the mixed 
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layer depth is greater than the depth of the euphotic zone phytoplankton will spend part of 

their time below the 1 % PAR level, and productivity will be reduced [Sverdrup, 1953]. This 

process plays a key role in determining the timing of blooms in high latitude oceans which 

often have deep mixed layers in the wintertime that shallow in the spring as the surface ocean 

heats. 

It is worthwhile to mention here that one of the greatest mysteries in the discipline of 

ocean biogeochemistry is that over 20% of the open ocean surface waters experience low 

biological productivity despite not being obviously limited by light or nutrients [Martin, et 

al., 1995]. The presence of these high-nutrient low-chlorophyll (HNLC) regions suggest that 

there must be further limiting factors beyond light and nutrient concentration. A great 

number of possible processes have been suggested (see Chrisholm and Morel [1991]) 

including high turbulence, herbivore grazing and a low supply of micronutrients (most 

notably iron). The micronutrient hypothesis has received a great deal of attention in recent 

years due to the successful artificial fertilization of ocean regions using iron [Martin, et al., 

1995; Frost, 1996; Coale, et al., 2004]. Despite these successes, questions still remain about 

the potential for phytoplankton limitation through other avenues [ Cullen, 1995]. 

Remineralization 

Remineralization is essentially the reverse reactions of photosynthesis (see equations 

2. 7 and 2.8), and it therefore has the effect of increasing [CO2]sw• In this process, 

heterotrophic organisms (i.e. bacteria, zooplankton) within the water column consume 

organic carbon and nitrogen ( either particulate organic carbon (POC)/particulate organic 

nitrogen (PON) or dissolved organic carbon (DOC)/dissolved organic nitrogen (DON)) and 

return them to their inorganic state through respiration. This process occurs in the surface 

ocean in conjunction with photosynthesis, but it can also occur below the euphotic zone 

because heterotrophic organisms do not need light (see Figure 2.2). Therefore, any dissolved 

organic matter (DOM) or particulate organic matter (POM) that makes it to the deep ocean 

can be remineralized without interference from photosynthesis. This is the reason why deep 

waters tend to be rich in DIC and nutrients. 
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If conditions favor heterotrophy over autotrophy in the surface ocean, [CO2]sw will 

increase. These conditions exist if there is an abundant supply of organic carbon available 

for remineralization, and if the conditions are not favorable for photosynthesis (i.e. low 

nutrient availability, low light). Because of the dominance ofremineralization in deepwater, 

ocean regions that experience upwelling also tend to have surface waters that are 

supersaturated in [CO2]sw• This can be an important seasonal factor in high latitude oceans 

where wintertime cooling can extend the mixed layer to great depths, thus bringing DIC-rich 

water to the surface (see for e.g. Chierici, et al. [2006]). 

Orn 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of the cycling of carbon and nutrients through the surface 
and deep ocean. Adapted from Sarmiento and Gruber [2006]. 

Carbonate cycling 

Another important biological cycle relevant to [CO2]sw is the cycling of carbonate 

through certain organisms. Some phytoplankton (i.e. coccolithophorids) and zooplankton 

(i.e. foraminifera and pteropods) form calcite or aragonite shells through the reaction: 

Ca z+ +Co~-~ CaCO
3 [2.9] 

This reaction has implications for [CO2]sw, because the removal of co;- lowers DIC, but it 

increases Alk twice as much [ Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006]. Therefore, creating CaCO3 in 
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the surface ocean has a net effect of slightly increasing [CO2]sw• These organisms with 

carbonate shells generally sink when they die, and then dissolve in the deep water (with some 

small portion making it to the ocean floor) creating a net export of DIC and Alk from the 

surface to depth. 

2.3.3 -Summary of processes modifying DIC/Alk. 

The processes that modify [CO2]sw by changes in DIC/Alk can be summarized in a vector 

diagram (Figure 2.3, Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, [2001]). This is a useful tool for examining 

the relative effects of the different processes on [CO2]sw, and how they proceed. For 

example, Figure 2.3 clearly shows that the addition of CO2 by gas transfer changes DIC 

without modifying Alk, while the biological pathways modify both parameters. 

1.95 2 2.05 2.1 2.15 
DIC (mmol kg-1

) 

Figure 2.3: Vector diagram showing the effect of biogeochemical processes in modifying 
DIC and TA (and hence [CO2]sw) [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001]. 

2.4 - The Biological and Solubility Pumps 

Figure 2.2 brings up the important question of how carbon in the surface ocean makes 

it to depth. If the surface layer did not transport any carbon to the deep ocean no net 

drawdown of CO2 would occur. Consider, for example, an ocean with no biological 
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productivity, and no export of surface waters to depth. During the winter months the surface 

ocean would cool, which may drive a sink of CO2 due to lowering of [CO2]sw through 

thermodynamic effects. However, when the water warmed again in the spring, [CO2]sw 

would increase and the CO2 that was absorbed during the winter would be re-emitted. In the 

same vein, a biologically productive ocean with no export mechanism would balance 

between photosynthesis and remineralization (i.e. top box of Figure 2.2) and there would be 

no net sink. 

Fortunately, two mechanisms (termed the solubility pump and the biological pump) 

exist that can sequester CO2 from the atmosphere [JGOFS, 2001; Sabine, et al., 2004]. The 

solubility pump describes a physical uptake of CO2 that occurs primarily in high-latitude seas 

where the surface water is quite cold and thus conducive to CO2 uptake. These regions tend 

to be areas of deepwater formation as part of the thermohaline circulation [ Broecker, 1997]. 

The deepwater formation transports the absorbed CO2 to depth where it is isolated from 

interaction with the atmosphere for long time periods, thus constituting a long-term sink of 

CO2. 

The biological pump can be seen in Figure 2.2 as the processes that remove DOM and 

POM from the surface ocean. Although much of the inorganic carbon taken up by 

photosynthesis and converted to organic carbon is recycled through grazing and microbial 

degradation in the surface ocean, a small fraction makes it to the deeper ocean by sinking 

POM or circulated DOM. POM fluxes are especially important, since some of this material 

escapes remineralization in the deep ocean and becomes permanently sequestered in the 

sediments (e.g. Rothman and Forney [2007]). 

2. 5 - Coastal processes and air-sea C02 exchange 

Since the entire Hudson Bay region (the study area for this project) exists on the 

continental shelf, coastal processes relevant to carbon cycling are extremely important to this 

thesis. Although the basic processes introduced in section 2.3 still continue to operate in the 

coastal zone, the magnitude and complexity of the cycling increases significantly [Walsh, et 

al., 1981; Thomas, et al., 2004], and is thus worth examining more closely. Despite only 

covering~ 7% of the global ocean surface, coastal waters account for about 14-30% of 
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oceanic primary productivity, 80% of organic matter sedimentation, 75-90% of the sink of 

suspended load carried by rivers and 50% of the calcium carbonate deposits [ Gattuso, et al., 

1998]. The reason for the high magnitude of these processes is the dynamic interactions 

between the land, the atmosphere and the ocean. To discuss the dynamics of C02 cycling in 

the coastal zone, this section will follow the changes in air-sea C02 flux as one moves from 

the terrestrial component of the interface (rivers) to the proximal coastal ocean (estuaries) 

and then into the distal coastal ocean (the continental shelf) as shown in Figure 2.3. 

Rivers Estuary Continental Shelf 
High Latitudes: 

Sink "\ 

Low Latitudes: Sou7 
Low 

Productivity 

Open Ocean 

Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of typical fluxes of C02 in the coastal ocean. 

Rivers 

Large rivers entering the ocean tend to be net heterotrophic systems [ Raymond, et al., 

1997; Raymond, et al., 2000; Cole and Caraco, 2001; Richey, et al., 2002]. This is thought 

to occur because of an abundance of labile carbon in the suspended load of the river that is 

available to heterotrophs [Raymond, et al., 2000; Mayorga, et al., 2005]. Although nutrients 

may be available to support high biological productivity, light limitation is common in rivers 

which are usually fairly turbid [ Cloern, 1987]. Furthermore, rivers tend to be high in DIC to 

start with due to the chemical properties of their dissolved loads [Cole and Caraco, 2001; 

Sarma, et al., 2001]. The result is that nearly all rivers are supersaturated in [C02]sw at the 

point where they enter the ocean, and thus contribute a source of C02 (Figure 2.3). 

Estuaries 

The source/sink status of estuaries is of course strongly influenced by riverine input. 

Nearly all estuaries studied to date show supersaturation of [C02]sw [Frankignoulle, et al., 

1998; Borges, 2005; Borges, et al., 2005]. This is also thought to be a result of net 
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heterotrophic metabolism, although studies confirming this hypothesis are sparse [ Gattuso, et 

al., 1998; Raymond, et al., 2000]. According to this theory, organic carbon supplied by the 

river provides a constant carbon source for heterotrophic respiration [ Smith and Hollibaugh, 

1993; Raymond, et al., 2000], which in tum outstrips production that may be light-limited 

due to high turbidity [ Cloern, 1987]. However, there are other important sources of DIC not 

directly related to the metabolism of the estuary. Unlike the addition of freshwater through 

precipitation or ice melt, freshwater from river discharge is likely to be a source of DIC, 

which will help to raise [CO2]sw• Another potential source of DIC is the photomineralization 

of coloured dissolved organic material (CDOM) that tends to be abundant in river discharge 

[Johannessen and Miller, 2001]. It should be noted that primary productivity is often quite 

high in estuarine systems because rivers can be a substantial source of allochthonous 

nutrients [Maybeck, 1982], but in almost every case this potential [CO2]sw drawdown is 

overwhelmed by the competing effects driving supersaturations. 

Continental shelves 

The role of continental shelves as either a source or sink of CO2 is considerably less 

clear than the role of rivers and estuaries [Cai and Dai, 2004; Chen, 2004; Thomas, et al., 

2004]. Borges, et al. [2005] conducted an extensive literature review ofreported air-sea CO2 

fluxes and found that high-latitude and temperate continental shelves tend to be a sink of CO2 

(integrated exchanges of -1.94 mol m-2 yr-1 and -1.84 mol m-2 yr-1 respectively) while 

subtropical and tropical coastal oceans tend to be sources of CO2 (1.84 mol m-2 yr-1
). Cai, et 

al. [2006] conducted a similar review with similar results. The main reason for this 

discrepancy between high and low-latitude shelves is that high-latitude shelves tend to be 

more productive [ Frankignoulle and Borges, 2001; Kaltin, et al., 2002; Thomas, et al., 2004] 

while low latitude shelves usually do not experience strong phytoplankton blooms, and thus 

do not experience strong episodic drawdowns of [CO2]sw [Cai, et al., 2003; Zhai, et al., 

2005]. Since the surface area of continental shelves makes up approximately 93% of the 

coastal ocean, shelves are extremely important in determining the overall role of coastal 

oceans in terms of air-sea carbon exchange. It is also important to note that even within 

latitude bands, there is a great deal of variability in the magnitude of fluxes as a result of 
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varying intensities of the processes described above. For example, Cai, et al. [2006] found 

fluxes ranging from -0.5 mol m-2 yr-1 to -3.8 mol m-2 yr-1 in mid-latitude shelves, and fluxes 

ranging from 0.4 mol m-2 yr-1 to 3.0 mol m-2 yr-1 in low-latitude shelves. This points to the 

importance of conducting field studies in the many coastal zones that remain unstudied. 

2.6 - Summary 

In this chapter, the partial pressure of sea surface dissolved C02 ([C02]sw) was shown 

to be the most important factor in determining the potential exchange of C02 between the 

ocean and the atmosphere. Since the air-sea exchange of C02 acts to equilibrate 

concentrations in the sea surface and the atmosphere, disequilibrium must be created by other 

processes to sustain fluxes into or out of the ocean. These processes can be broken into 

physical and biological processes. On the physical side, changes in temperature and salinity 

modify [C02]sw by changing the equilibrium constants, while gas transfer directly adds or 

removes [C02]sw• On the biological side, photosynthesis, respiration and the formation of 

calcium carbonate shells act to modify DIC and Alk concentrations which in tum change 

[C02]sw• These processes are particularly complex in coastal zones, where the role of 

riverine input and other coastal processes greatly affect carbon cycling. 
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Chapter 3: Air-Sea Gas Exchange 

3.1 - Introduction 

Chapter 2 introduced how a potential for gas exchange can be created by modifying 

[CO2]sw to create a non-zero Li[CO2 ]. However, it did not deal with the actual mechanisms 

of air-sea gas exchange, and how those mechanisms affect the rate of CO2 exchange. This is 

a very important consideration when it comes to actually calculating a flux of CO2 or other 

gases. The calculation of these fluxes has become increasingly important to environmental 

scientists interested in the cycling of climatologically and biogeochemically active gases over 

the past several decades. 

Originally the discipline was primarily the domain of environmental and chemical 

engineering where gas/liquid reactions are a ubiquitous component of many processes 

[Danckwerts, 1970; Jahne, et al., 1987a]. In the 1960s, and particularly in the early 1970s an 

expanding oceanographic dataset of the atmosphere-ocean infiltration of bomb-produced 14C 

made it possible to estimate the global magnitude of air-sea gas transfer, and the science 

community waded into the murky waters of gas/liquid exchange [Broecker and Peng, 1974; 

Broecker, et al., 1985]. These early attempts at understanding air-sea gas exchange drew 

heavily on the theoretical work conducted by engineers in past decades, and were quite 

successful in doing so. Unfortunately, as interest expanded on the environmental science 

side, researchers drifted further away from the engineering roots and ambiguities of terms 

and interpretations began to crop up. A series of conferences specifically designed to bring 

together researchers from all disciplines managed to alleviate many of the discrepancies 

[Brutsaert and Jirka, 1984; Wilhelms and Gulliver, 1991; Jahne and Monahan, 1995; 

Donelan, et al., 2002; Wanninkhof and Borges, 2007] however serious misunderstandings 

continue to bias some published results [McGillis and Wanninkhof, 2006]. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the basic theory of air-sea gas exchange as 

it relates to this thesis in hopes of avoiding some of the pitfalls that other researchers have 

stumbled into. The discussion will focus largely on the mechanisms controlling the rate of 

exchange (k), and will also deal with biases and common errors encountered when 

calculation CO2 fluxes. 
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3.2 - Models for Air-Sea Gas Exchange 

In order to understand and predict rates of gas transfer, it is important to have a 

conceptual model of how that exchange actually occurs. Liss and Merlivat [ 1986] identified 

three main purposes for modeling air-sea gas exchange: (1) to understand the physics and 

chemistry of the transfer, (2) to allow for the conversion of k measured for one gas to other 

gases, and (3) to predict k from physical parameters such as wind speed or wave distribution. 

The following discussion on the stagnant film model (section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) will provide an 

example of how models can be used to describe the physics and chemistry of gas exchange 

(point 1 ). Section 3.2.3 will focus primarily on the relationship of k between gas species 

(point 2) and will also briefly introduce the physics of two other models. Section 3.3 will 

focus on the prediction of k from physical parameters (point 3). 

3.2.1 - The stagnant film model 

A common conceptual model for explaining the transfer of gas across a liquid/ gas 

interface is the stagnant film model, shown schematically in Figure 3 .1 using CO2 as an 

example [Danckwerts, 1970; Liss and Slater, 1974]. This model assumes that on both sides 

of the interface there exists a stagnant film where no turbulent transfer of mass or energy 

occurs. This film is very thin; likely in the range of Oto 1000 microns [Bolin, 1960; 

Broecker and Peng, 1974; Liss and Duce, 1997] and in the absence of turbulence, the only 

exchange across the film is molecular (diffusive) transfer (hence the film is commonly 

referred to as the mass diffusive layer3
). Since molecular transfer occurs much more slowly 

than turbulent transfer, the exchange across the film is the rate determining step. 

3 This layer through which only diffusive transfer of CO2 occurs goes by many names in the literature. Most 
frequently, it is referred to as a mass boundary layer or mass diffusive layer ( or sub-layer). This terminology is 
independent of the model being used, but in the stagnant film model the film is the mass diffusive layer, and so 
the terms tend to be used interchangeably. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the stagnant film model following Liss and Slater [1974]. 
CO2 is used as an example gas in this discussion, but any gas could be substituted. 
Concentration of CO2 ( denoted [CO2]) increases from left to right. Therefore, in this 
example the ocean is undersaturated in CO2 with respect to the atmosphere and is acting as a 
sink. For this discussion, the subscripts sw and atm refer to quantities the sea water side and 
the atmospheric side respectively, and the superscript O refers to quantities at the interface. 

The rate of molecular transfer, k through either film is controlled by the diffusivity of 

the gas, D (usually reported with units of cm2 sec-1
) and the thickness of the film, z: 

k=Dlz [3.1] 

k is referred to as the gas transfer velocity (sometimes referred to as the piston velocity) and 

is usually reported in units of cm hr-1
• D is a function of temperature for gases dissolved in 

liquids, and has been determined experimentally for CO2 by Jahne, et al. [1987a]. The depth 

of the film (z) is controlled by the strength of the turbulent layers; as turbulence increases the 

surface film will be eroded, allowing for faster transfer of gas [Broecker and Peng, 197 4]. 

The degree of turbulence on either side is largely dependent on wind speed, which means that 



at higher winds gas exchange will be faster (see section 3.3 for details on wind/k 

relationships). 
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The net flux of gas, F on either side of the interface is the product of the transfer 

velocity and the gradient of gas concentration across the film (in our example the gradient of 

[CO2]): 

[3.2] 

The gradient across the water side is defined as ~[CO 2 lw = [CO 2 lw - [CO2 Js~ while the 

gradient across the gas side is defined as ~[CO 2 ]atm = [COiJat~ - [CO 2 Jatm (see Figure 3.1 ). 

Since D and z will be different on either side of the interface, the transfer velocities must also 

be different. Therefore, it is convenient to define the transfer velocity on the atmospheric 

side as katm and the transfer velocity on the water side as ksw• In the two-layer situation 

shown in Figure 3.1 the fluxes across each side must be equal (since the side with the lower k 

will limit the overall exchange) and thus can be written as: 

[3.3] 

For gases that are not highly soluble in water (which includes CO2 and most other 

climatologically important gases) katm is much higher (values around 1000 cm hr-1
) than ksw 

(values around 10 cm hr-1
) [Liss and Slater, 1974; Liss, 1983]. This means that transfer 

through the liquid film determines the rate of transfer for the entire two-layer system, and the 

atmospheric film can be ignored. Thus, the flux of CO2 is determined by the water-side 

transfer velocity ksw (which in the literature is usually referred to simply as k; a convention 

that will now be adopted for this discussion) and the gradient of CO2 across the aqueous film: 

[3.4] 

3.2.2 - Henry's Law 

At this point, it is important to introduce the concept of Henry's Law. Henry's Law is 

crucial to this discussion because it allows for determination of [CO2 L~ (which is impossible 
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to measure directly) and because it allows equation 3 .4 to be expressed in terms of partial 

pressures or fugacity, which is the common practice in biogeochemical literature. Henry's 

Law states that the partial pressure of a gas overlying a liquid with which it is 

thermodynamic equilibrium is proportional to the concentration of that gas in the liquid. 

Thus, the partial pressure of a gas "A" is related to the concentration of that gas through the 

following relationship: 

[ A]equilibrium 
PA= s 

A 

[3.5] 

where SA is the solubility of gas A (commonly given in units of mmol m-3 atm-1
). SA is also 

referred to as the Henry's Law constant ( often denoted as H in other applications), although it 

should properly be referred to as a coefficient since it is temperature and salinity dependent. 

The Henry's Law coefficient can be expressed in many different forms depending on the 

units of measurements expressed; in Figure 3 .1 CO2 is measured as a concentration, and 

following Liss and Slater [ 197 4] Henry's law can be restated using a dimensionless 

coefficient of H: 

[3.6] 

This restatement works because [CO2 Js~ is at equilibrium with [CO2L:, and it is important 

because it allows for the substitution of a measurement on the gas side into equation 3.4: 

[3.7] 

This has obvious implications for the operational measurement of gas fluxes, since it is 

virtually impossible to obtain a measurement of [CO2 L~. [CO2 L: is equally difficult to 

measure, but because the exchange in the atmospheric film is so rapid it is safe to assume that 

[CO2L: = [COzJaim. Therefore, any measurement of [C0 2 Lrm near to the surface (but not 

necessarily at the interface) can be used to calculate [CO2 Js~ using equation 3.7. This 

measurement can be coupled with a measurement of [CO2 Jsw made well below the surface 
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film (which will be representative of the base of the surface film due to the well mixed nature 

of the turbulent transfer layer) to calculate a flux of C02• 

As mentioned previously, the statement of Henry's Law shown in equation 3.5 can 

also be used to express equation 3 .4 in terms of partial pressures: 

[3.8] 

where pC02atm is being used to represent the aqueous film surface pC02 in a similar fashion 

to equation 3.7. Since solubility is temperature and salinity dependent, Seo = Sc~ if 
2 2 

temperature and salinity do not vary over the surface film. Thus the most commonly cited 

form of the air-sea gas transfer equation can be derived: 

Fco = k Seo (pC02sw - pC02atm ) 
2 2 

[3.9] 

However, as will be shown in section 3.4.4, solubility is likely to vary over the surface film, 

making equation 3.8 the most reliable one for calculation of flux [McGillis and Wanninkhof, 

2006]. 

3.2.3 - Using models to relate gas transfer velocities between gas species 

Up to this point, it has not been shown how the k of one gas can be predicted from the 

k of another. This section will show how this can be done using the stagnant film model and 

two other models: the film replacement model and the boundary layer model. These other 

models increase in complexity significantly, and so their physics will not be as rigorously 

discussed as the stagnant film model. 

The main manner in which other models differ from the stagnant film model is in 

how they view the physics of the mass diffusive layer, and hence how transfer velocity is 

controlled. This is very important when attempting to calculate the transfer velocity of an 

unknown gas based on one for which the transfer velocity has been determined empirically. 

In the stagnant film model, transfer velocity is determined by diffusivity and the thickness of 

the film ( equation 3 .1 ). The thickness of the stagnant film is virtually impossible to measure 

in the field, but the transfer velocity can be measured (see section 3.3). If the measured 
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transfer velocity of one gas (k1) is to be converted to a transfer velocity of another gas (k2) 

with the same film thickness using the stagnant film model, then all that needs to be known is 

the diffusivity of those two gases: 

[3.10] 

Since diffusivity is temperature dependent, this principle is even important when calculating 

the transfer velocity of the same gas in different water temperatures. Another key 

consideration is that even if film thickness varies (i.e. as a function of turbulence in the bulk 

layer), the relationship shown in equation 3 .10 will still hold. Therefore, once a relationship 

between k and some physical mechanism that controls turbulence (usually wind speed) is 

determined, that k value can be transferred to any other gas as long as the diffusivities are 

known. 

The film replacement and boundary layer models attempt to treat the nature of 

transport through the mass diffusive layer more realistically, and in doing so change the 

nature of equation 3.10. The film replacement model [Higbe, 1935; Danckwerts, 1951] 

describes the surface film as being periodically replaced by the bulk liquid. This model 

predicts that k is proportional to D 112, and 3 .10 can be rewritten as: 

[3.11] 

Boundary layer models [ Deacon, 1977] are based on analogues between gas transfer 

and the large body of experimental and theoretical understandings of momentum and mass 

transfer derived from micrometeorological studies. This model introduces a new term, the 

Schmidt number (Sc) which is defined as the ratio of the kinematic viscosity of water v, (a 

function of temperature) and D: 

Sc =v/D [3.12] 

Schmidt numbers have been determined experimentally for a number of important gases by 

Jahne, et al. [1987a] (see appendix A.5). The boundary layer model predicts that k will be 

proportional to sc-213 if a rigid boundary (i.e. calm sea surface) is assumed and sc-112 if the 

surface is roughened by winds. Jahne, et al. [1987b] examined the Schmidt number 
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dependence of gases in wind tunnel experiments, and confirmed these predictions. Based on 

these results, the gas transfer community has largely used the boundary layer model without 

a rigid boundary (since the sea surface is rarely perfectly calm) to convert between transfer 

velocities of different gases: 

[3.13] 

With this understanding of the mechanisms of air-sea gas transfer, the next section 

will tum its attention to attempts to measure and parameterize gas transfer velocity; an 

endeavor that has proved vexing and continues to be the main source of uncertainty in studies 

of gas transfer at water surfaces. 

3.3 - Determination of Gas Transfer Velocity 

The determination of gas transfer velocity has largely focused on relating parameters 

that affect turbulence in the near-surface ocean layers with transfer velocity. The goal is to 

find a relationship between transfer velocity and a variable that is easy to measure, allowing 

for easy determination of fluxes on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Since wind 

speed is easily measurable and has a strong influence on near-surface turbulence, research 

has largely focused on relating wind speed to transfer velocity (Figure 3.2). This section will 

review the current state of understanding regarding gas transfer velocity, and will show 

where future research is required. 
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Figure 3.2: Wind speed dependence of transfer velocity based on 6 common 
parameterizations for short-term (steady) winds. U10m is the 10m wind speed, Sc is the 
Schmidt number, W92 refers to Wanninkhof [1992], LM86 refers to Liss and Merlivat 
[1986], WM99 refers to Wanninkhof and McGillis [1999], N00 refers to Nightingale, et al. 
[2000], H06 refers to Ho, et al., [2006] and S07 refers to Sweeney et al. [2007]. 

3.3.1 - Radioisotope calibrated ocean circulation model techniques 

In the early 1970s a series of cruises were carried out to sample inventories of 

nuclear-bomb produced 14C in the water column. Since the bomb-14C was introduced into 

the atmosphere and subsequently entered the water through air-sea gas exchange, the 

distribution was used as a tracer to calibrate ocean models and compute the global average 

C02 uptake and transfer velocity [Broecker and Peng, 1974; Broecker, et al., 1985]. These 

studies reported a global average k of about 20cm hr- 1
, but because of their nature gave no 

insight into spatial or temporal variations. The wind speed dependence of these 14C derived 

transfer velocities was determined by Wanninkhof [1992] by fitting a global wind speed 

distribution to the observations, creating one of the most widely used k parameterizations 

(W92 on Figure 3.2). A recent study using the current database of 14C and a suite of state-of

the-science ocean models has updated the Wanninkhof [1992] parameterization [Sweeny, et 

al., 2007], and will likely become the most frequently used parameterization (S07 on Figure 
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3.2). The strength of the 14C approach is the fact that through the years increasingly 

complex models have consistently predicted an annual global uptake of C02 of 

approximately 2 Pg C per year [Watson and Orr, 2003]. Because of the strong agreement 

between the models the results ofbomb- 14C studies are usually used as a benchmark against 

which any other parameterizations of k are compared. 

3. 3. 2 - Wind tunnel techniques 

Wind tunnel experiments formed the empirical basis for many of the early attempts at 

wind speed/k parameterizations, and provided support for the models discussed in section 3.2 

( e.g. Jahne, et al. [ 1987b ]). A good review of the early results can be found in Liss [ 1983]. 

These experiments provided a means for understanding the instantaneous effects of wind on 

gas transfer, which is not possible through ocean model techniques. The results showed a 

distinctive pattern by which gas exchange occurs very slowly at low wind speeds, and then 

increases rapidly as waves formed and even more so once waves start breaking. The 

reproducibility of these studies led Liss and Merlivat [ 1986] to create a model for estimating 

k based on wind speed (LM86 in Figure 3.2). This model was widely used prior to the 

construction of the Wanninkhof [1992] formulation, and still receives a fair amount of 

attention today. However, the problem that has plagued all wind tunnel studies is that it is 

simply impossible to reproduce all of the dynamics of the true ocean situation. It is this 

limitation that has inspired a suite of creative field techniques to determine kin situ. 

3.3.3 - Field study techniques 

The earliest field method for directly measuring transfer velocity was based on 

measurements of the radioactive gas radon [Broecker and Peng, 1974; Peng, et al., 1979; 

Smethie, et al., 1985]. These studies gave transfer velocities in good agreement with the 14C 

models, and allowed for information at higher spatial and temporal resolutions. However, 

the temporal resolutions were not good enough to derive any strong relationship between k 

and wind speed [Liss, 1983]. 

The next important method to arrive on the scene was the deliberate injection of gas 

tracers. Wanninkhof, et al. [1985] pioneered this field by adding SF6 to a small lake and by 
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measuring its decrease in concentration over time. Although useful, this study suffered from 

the same problems as wind tunnel studies in that the results could not be directly transferred 

to ocean situations. Furthermore, the technique could not be used in an ocean setting because 

there did not yet exist a method for constraining the amount of gas that was lost through 

diffusion and mixing in the surface water. This was solved to a degree by Watson, et al., 

[ 1991] who simultaneously injected two gases, which allowed for the determination of a true 

transfer velocity through a restatement of equation 3 .13. Nightingale et al., [2000] improved 

on this technique by using a non-volatile tracer to track the loss due to dispersion, and thus 

created one of the more widely accepted k parameterizations (NOO in Figure 3.2). The most 

recent development in the dual-tracer field was the successful measurement of k at very high 

wind speeds in the Southern Ocean [Ho, et al., 2006]; something that had not been 

accomplished previously. The results from the Southern Ocean experiment (H06 in Figure 

3.2) showed very good agreement with Wanninkho/[1992] and Nightingale et al. [2000], and 

perhaps most remarkably are in near-perfect agreement with Sweeney et al. [2007] 

suggesting that current methodologies are starting to converge on a consistent result. 

The most desirable method of determining transfer velocity is through the eddy 

covariance method which directly measures C02 flux by correlating high-frequency 

atmospheric C02 measurements with vertical wind velocities. This method got off to a rocky 

start as the first measurements of k were orders of magnitude higher than bomb- 14C results 

[Jones and Smith, 1977; Smith and Jones, 1985; Broecker, et al., 1986]. It was unclear at the 

time whether the discrepancies were caused by instrument error, or by the fact that the only 

deployments had been in the coastal zone [Smith and Jones, 1986]. In order to address these 

questions it was necessary to obtain eddy covariance measurements on a ship platform in the 

open ocean. Unfortunately, the logistical difficulties prevented any reasonable attempts at 

this until very recently [Edson, et al., 1998; McGillis, et al., 2001a; McGillis, et al., 2001b] . 

The only k parameterization derived from eddy covariance to date is the Wanninkhof and 

McGillis [1999] (WM99 in Figure 3.2), which showed much better agreement with the 

bomb- 14C constraints. 
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3.3.4 -Estimating k using other predictors 

It is clear from the scatter observed in different experiments that wind is not the only 

controlling factor of k (Figure 3.2, see discussion in section 3.4). To create better predictors 

research has mainly focused on improved understanding of the turbulent processes that drive 

gas exchange (since turbulence is the first-order control on k). The difficulty here is of 

course creating a model that still contains readily obtainable inputs. Fairall, et al. [2000] 

have created a model of gas transfer that draws heavily on their previous work to model air

sea fluxes of heat and momentum [Fairall, et al., 1996; Fairall, et al., 2003]. This model can 

be run given inputs of bulk air/sea temperature, wind speed, specific humidity, salinity, 

downwelling shortwave/longwave radiation, rain rate, pressure and the measurement heights 

of the instruments. The main drawbacks of the model are that it only models interfacial 

exchange of mass (i.e. it has no model for bubble mediated gas transfer) and that it appears to 

require tuning for individual locations [Hare, et al., 2004]. A recent study by Zappa, et al., 

[2007] found that the parameter £, which is the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate 

(measured by acoustic current profilers) is a very good predictor of kin all conditions, 

including ones where wind speed is a poor predictor (i.e. in fetch limited systems, areas with 

strong tidal currents, during rain events, etc.). Another possibility is the use of wave slope 

measurements, which have been shown to scale well with transfer velocity under a wide 

range of conditions [Jahne, et al., 1987b; Frew, 1997; Frew, et al., 2004]. The problem with 

all of these methods is that the input required for them is not readily available ( except 

perhaps in the case of wave slope which can be measured from scatterometers [ Glover, et al., 

2002, 2007]) and that they do not account for enhancement of gas exchange by bubble 

mediated transfer (see section 3.4.1). 

3.4 - Other Considerations for Gas Transfer 

In this section, several other important mechanisms that affect gas transfer ( and thus 

contribute to the scatter in Figure 3 .2) are addressed. Many of these mechanisms are areas of 

active research, and are not currently well understood. The purpose of this section is thus 

twofold: (1) to identify any biases in air-sea flux calculation that can be avoided so that they 
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will not affect the results of this thesis, and (2) to identify any biases/uncertainty that cannot 

be avoided in order to properly understand errors that may be associated with the results. 

3.4.1 - Bubble enhancement of gas transfer 

At high wind speeds breaking waves and the subsequent formation of bubbles are a 

significant contributor to gas exchange [Woolf, 1997; Hare, et al., 2004]. Once bubbles have 

been entrained in water gas exchange can occur across the bubble surface, or the bubble can 

dissolve completely thus injecting a portion of the atmosphere into the ocean. Numerous 

laboratory experiments and modeling studies have attempted to describe the nature of this 

phenomenon, but uncertainty remains high due to the complex nature of the process [Asher, 

et al., 1996; Woolf, 1997; Woolf, et al. , 2007]. For parameterizing k, bubble mediated 

transport is primarily of importance to models which only estimate interfacial gas exchange 

(e.g. Fairall, et al. [2000], Frew [1997], Zappa, et al. [2007]). Models that are based on field 

experiments (i.e. Figure 3.2) capture bubble enhancement in their observations provided that 

observations exist at high enough wind speeds. However, one problem that has not been well 

addressed is that bubble mediated transport increases in importance for decreasing solubility 

of gases [Liss, 1983]. This makes the dependence of gas transfer on Sc less important at high 

wind speeds, and thus the calculation of gas transfer velocity for one gas based on another 

(e.g. equation 3 .13) is no longer valid. This is a potential source of bias in dual tracer 

experiments that to date has not been well addressed [Woolf, 1997; Woolf, et al., 2007]. 

3. 4. 2 - Chemical enhancement of gas transfer 

The statement that the flux of C02 across the aqueous mass boundary layer is 

proportional to L1[C02 lw = [C0 2 lw - [C02 Js~ assumes that the gradient is linear (i.e. there 

are no sources or sinks of C02 in the mass diffusive layer). One potential sink ( or source 

under the right conditions) of C02 in the mass diffusive layer is the chemical reaction of C02 

once it is dissolved in water [Bolin, 1960]. Equation 2.2 (introduced in chapter 2 and restated 

here as equation 3.14 for clarity) shows that C02 does react when it is dissolved in water: 
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Ko '> H co* 
2 3 

Kz '> H + +co2-
(aq) 3(aq) [3.14] 

Furthermore, in very alkaline waters (i.e. pH> 9) C02 can directly react with Off: 

[3.15] 

The rate at which either one of these chemical enhancements can proceed is 

determined by the equilibration kinetics of the C02 system (see discussion in chapter 2). If 

the process of diffusion through the boundary layer is much faster than the rate at which 

these reactions can occur, the effect of chemical enhancement will be negligible. Modeling 

results [Bolin, 1960] and experimental studies [Kuss and Schneider, 2004] have shown that 

under most conditions chemical enhancement is not a significant contributor to C02 flux. 

The only conditions in which this may become a factor is when turbulence is very low (i.e. 

during calm winds) or in regions where pH is significantly different than the mean ocean 

value [ Kuss and Schneider, 2004]. 

3.4.3 - Role of surface films in gas transfer 

One of the largest sources of uncertainty when parameterizing k is the fact that a k 

value measured in one location (i.e. by tracer studies or eddy covariance) may not be 

transferable to another location. This is because the chemical and biological properties of the 

surface ocean are of course not spatially uniform. Differences in pH ( and hence chemical 

enhancement) may be one such cause of spatial ambiguities, but a far larger problem is the 

presence of surface films [Frew, 1997]. Surface films are polymeric compounds that 

concentrate at the top of the aqueous mass boundary layer. These films can be derived from 

dissolved organic material in the bulk seawater, from natural and anthropogenic terrestrial 

sources, and from petroleum seeps or spills. Results from laboratory studies [Jahne, et al., 

1987b; Frew, 1997] and field studies [Frew, et al., 2004] show that the presence of surface 

films retard gas transfer by reducing near-surface turbulence. This effect is most intense 

when the film constituents are concentrated enough to form a slick, but also occurs when no 

visible slick is present. Surface films have serious implications for wind-based k 

parameterizations, because they modify the wind speed/turbulence relationship, thus making 
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predictions of k based on wind speed more uncertain. Surface films are ubiquitous in all 

oceans, but they are extremely variable in space and time. At present, their distribution is not 

well known, and thus it is difficult to predict how wind speed/k relationships will be modified 

at regional scales. The only saving grace is that surface films are most important at low wind 

speeds, where gas transfer is already sluggish [Frew, 1997] and where k parameterizations 

based on wind speed tend to agree fairly well (see Figure 3.2). Potential avenues for 

circumventing the uncertainty introduced by surface films include the use of parameters such 

wave slope, which can be observed from scatterometers [ Glover, et al., 2002, 2007] or more 

direct measurements of near-surface turbulence ( e.g. Zappa, et al. [2007]). 

3.4.4 - The role of the cool skin 

One serious (but avoidable) bias exists if it is assumed that the temperature in the 

bulk water is the same as the water temperature at the surface skin (e.g. equation 3.9). In 

fact, the ocean skin is usually cooler than the bulk water by about 0.1 to 0.4 degrees [Fairall, 

et al., 1996]. This so-called "cool skin effect" has the potential to bias flux estimates through 

several different mechanisms. The first, and most obvious effect is that if the interfacial 

pCO2 value ( pC02s~) is calculated from pCO2atm, the solubility at the skin temperature 

should be used. This is easily accounted for by using equation 3.8 instead of 3.9. Robertson 

and Watson [1992] used this method, and calculated an enhancement of CO2 flux by 35% 

over previous estimates. However, by using Figure 3.3 as an example, it can be shown that 

the effects of the cool skin are considerably more complex [Ward, et al., 2004; Zhang and 

Cai, 2007]. 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustrating the cool skin effect on pC02 . The thermal diffusive layer 
is the cool skin. All subscripts and superscripts follow the same conventions as Figure 3 .2, 
but the quantity T is added to represent temperature, and the superscript mb is added to refer 
to quantities at the base of the mass diffusive layer. 

As discussed in chapter 2, changes in seawater temperature modify pC02sw through 

the thermodynamics of the carbonate system [Takahashi, et al., 1993]. Because of this, the 

cool skin has the effect of lowering pC02sw at the base of the mass diffusive layer (Figure 

3.3). Since the discussion in section 3.2.1 showed that the gradient of CO2 across the mass 

diffusive layer (the stagnant film in Figure 3.1) controls the flux of CO2, the proper definition 

of this gradient according to Figure 3.3 should be /J.pC0 2 = pCO/:'wb - pC02~w • If the cool 

skin does not exist, then pCO2::,b = pC0 2sw , and there is no concern about usingpCO2sw in 

the flux formula. However, in the presence of a cool skin the Takahashi, et al. [1993] 

formula (see equation 2.5) should be utilized to calculate pC02::,b based on the change in 

temperature, fl. T from the base of the thermal layer to the base of the diffusive boundary layer 

( /3. T=Tmb -T ): 
SW SW 

CO mb = CO e0.0423(LlT) 
P 2sw P 2sw [3.16] 
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Two final considerations should be made; the transfer velocity k should be calculated 

with Sc relative to the skin temperature, and the solubility for pCO/;} should be calculated 

at the base of the diffusive boundary layer [Ward, et al., 2004]. Working all of these 

considerations into equation 3.8, an equation that fully accounts for the cool skin effect can 

be derived: 

p = ko (Smb pCO e0.0423(i'lT) _ s O co ) 
C02 C02 2sw C02 P 2atm [3.17] 

The problem with actually accounting for these additional cool skin effects is that it is 

difficult to accurately measure the skin temperature, and it is nearly impossible to measure 

the thicknesses of the cool skin and the mass diffusive layer. Generally, parameterizations 

are used to estimate the cool skin depth and temperature based on more easily measured 

variables such as wind speed and bulk water temperature [Donlon, et al., 2002] or based on 

complex heat budget models [Fairall, et al., 1996; Fairall, et al., 2003]. This gives the 

temperature gradient over the thermal diffusive layer (i.e. the cool skin) which can then be 

scaled to the thermal gradient over the mass diffusive layer by assuming that they scale 

proportionately to Sen [McGillis and Wanninkhof, 2006; Zhang and Cai, 2007] where n is 

usually assumed to be½, thus: 

[3.18] 

This equation demonstrates that the mass diffusive layer is much smaller than the cool skin 

layer; the Sc numbers of heat and C02 in sea water at 20° are 7.5 and 600 respectively, 

making the mass diffusive layer an order of magnitude smaller than the thermal diffusive 

layer. Equation 3.18 can be rearranged to solve for ~:b, which is required to solve LiT in 

equation 3.17. The Schmidt number for the diffusion of heat (properly referred to as the 

Prandtl number) is dependent on temperature, and can be calculated with reasonable 

accuracy from the Tsw term (Kukulka, et al. [1987]; see Appendix A.6). 
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3.4.5 -Fugacity of C02 

A final consideration that will be discussed here is the fact that C02 does not act as an 

ideal gas, and therefore it should not be defined in terms of partial pressure. The alternative 

is to define it as fugacity of C02 (JC02), which is the partial pressure corrected for non-ideal 

behavior [Weiss, 197 4]. The correction is simply the multiplication of a pCO2 value by a 

fugacity coefficient f(g): 

f C02 = pCO2 I (g) [3.19] 

The formulae for the computation of /(g) can be found in appendix A.3. The correction 

coefficient is a function of temperature (see Weiss [1974], DOE [1994], McGillis and 

Wanninkho/[2006]), so in keeping with the cool-skin considerations above, it is crucial that 

the /C02 values be calculated at the right temperature (i.e. at the skin temperature for C02atm 

and at the base of the diffusive mass boundary layer for C02sw). This gives the most accurate 

and useable form of the flux equation: 

F = ko (f(g)mb smb pCO 0.0423(1".T) _ /( )0 s O co ) 
C02 C02 2sw e g C02 p 2atm [3.20] 

3.5 - Summary 

This chapter has introduced the mechanisms by which gases transfer across a gas/liquid 

boundary. Using the stagnant film model as a starting point, it has been shown that the 

primary determinant in the rate of gas transfer is the rate at which diffusion occurs through 

the aqueous mass diffusive layer. The current state of understanding suggests that a 

boundary layer model is the best way to model this aqueous mass diffusive layer. From this 

model, it was shown how k values can be transferred between gas species, and how 

turbulence parameters might be used to estimate k. A review of laboratory and field studies 

was presented illustrating the current understanding of how k varies with wind - the most 

readily observable turbulence parameter. More direct measurements of turbulence (i.e. wave 

slope or turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate) are desirable, but are usually not feasible. 

A review of potential biases in calculating C02 fluxes was presented, and methods for 

minimizing the bias associated with the cool-skin effect and the non-ideal gas behavior of 



C02 were proposed. Outstanding biases that remain largely unresolved are the role of 

surface films, and the uncertainty ink/wind speed parameterizations. 
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Chapter 4: Remote Sensing for Air-Sea CO2 Flux 

4.1 - Introduction 

One of the major challenges facing the air-sea CO2 flux community is that most of the 

commonly used methodologies lead to results that are spatially and temporally limited (see 

Figure 4.1 ). For example, direct measurements of gas transfer (i.e. eddy covariance, dual 

tracers) only really give information about the small area in which they were conducted (at 

best on the order of a few kni2), and over the time period they were collected (usually on the 

order of hours to weeks) (e.g. McGillis et al. [2001a]; Nightingale et al. [2000]). Conversely, 

ocean circulation studies based on bomb- 14C data give an idea of the total global absorption 

of CO2 over the past several decades, but reveal little about the spatial and temporal 

distribution of the fluxes (e.g. Sweeny, et al. [2007]; Wanninkho/[1992]). Recently, the 

possibility of using remote sensing techniques to calculate fluxes of CO2 has been examined 

in order to improve spatio-temporal coverage. Spatially, satellites cover most of the globe 

and usually have the capability to resolve data at sub-meter to ~25 km resolutions. 

Temporally, most satellites orbit the earth once per day, and some long-serving missions 

have existed for more than 30 years. Thus, as shown in Figure 4.1, remote sensing has the 

potential to span many of the scales of interest in CO2 flux studies ( although the range of 

scales is dependent on the sensor being used). 

As exciting as this is, it is important to keep in mind that it is not possible to directly 

measure CO2 fluxes from space. Remote sensing products can merely be exploited to 

populate the bulk flux equation (e.g. equation 2 .1) which is subject to all of the caveats and 

potential biases outlined in chapter 3. The purpose of this chapter is to review the past 

attempts to accomplish these estimates (section 4.2), and to give a briefreview of how the 

necessary products are derived and their potential shortcomings (section 4.3). 
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Figure 4.1: Spatial and temporal advantage of using remote sensing ( adapted from Sweeny 
[2002]) 

4.2 - Remote Sensing Contributions to Air-Sea CO2 Flux Studies 

4. 2.1 - Transfer velocity estimation 

One of the most important contributions that remote sensing has made to gas transfer 

studies is a simple way to derive k over a large spatial scale and with high temporal 

resolution. The easiest way to achieve this is to apply wind speed based parameterizations of 

k to scatterometer derived wind speed products. This was first done by Etcheto and Merlivat 

[1988] , who used wind speed derived from an early scatterometer mission with the Liss and 

Merlivat [1986] k parameterization to create a global distribution of transfer velocity. Since 

that time, scatterometer wind speeds have been used extensively in studies that attempt to 

estimate C02 flux on a regional scale (e.g. Olsen et al. [2004a]; Rangama et al. [2005]), and 

even as input data for creating k parameterizations in dual-tracer studies [Ho, et al., 2006]. 

A newly emerging approach in this field is the use of remote sensing for the 

extraction of wave slope. Transfer velocity parameterizations based on wave slope are more 

accurate since wave slope is a true measure of near-surface turbulence - the process that 

actually controls gas transfer (e.g. Frew, et al. [2004]; Zappa, et al.[2007], see also 

discussion in section 3.3.4). Glover, et al. [2002, 2007] have led the way in this discipline by 

using wave slope from radar altimeter data acquired by the TOPEX and Jason- I sensors in 
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order to create a time series of gas transfer covering most of the globe and spanning 12 years. 

Recent studies have also examined the possibility of applying a similar methodology to 

backscatter statistics from scatterometers ( e.g. QuikScat) which can provide k at higher 

spatio-temporal resolutions [Bogucki, et al., 2001; Glover, et al., 2005]. Another method for 

extracting wave slope is by monitoring sunglint with spectral radiometers ( e.g. Breon and 

Henriot [2006]), but given the fact that these sensors are not able to penetrate cloud cover 

like radar sensors, this method is unlikely to have much utility in gas transfer studies. The 

one major drawback to the wave slope approach is that it does not explicitly account for 

bubble enhancement of gas transfer related to whitecapping [ Glover, et al., 2002, 2007]. 

However, passive microwave platforms can measure the extent of breaking waves since 

whitecaps strongly affect brightness temperature [Monahan, 2002], which raises the 

possibility of applying a parameterization of bubble enhancement to wave slope models to 

create a hybrid estimation of k. 

4. 2. 2 - Extrapolation of pCO2 

Since pCO2 tends to covary with parameters that are observable from space, it is 

possible to use remote sensing products to create robust extrapolations of pCO2 . This 

provides an opportunity to extend limited observations (i.e. sampled at points or along 

transects) through space and time. With this obvious advantage in data volume, 

extrapolations allow for examinations of spatial variability ( e.g. Nelson et al. [2001]) and 

interannual variability (e.g. Lee et al. [1998]; Lefevre and Taylor [2002]); both of which are 

extremely important to understanding the global sink of CO2, and neither of which are 

captured well in the widely cited Takahashi et al. [2002] air-sea CO2 flux climatology 

(Figure 2.1 ). 

By far the most commonly used remote sensing product for extrapolation of pCO2 is 

SST. Through thermodynamic effects on solubility (see section 2.3.1) SST directly controls 

pCO2. For this reason, areas or seasons where biological productivity is low- and where 

thermodynamic effects thus dominate pCO2 variability - are prime candidates for this 

methodology. Stephens et al. [1995] pioneered this approach when they used satellite SST 

data to predict pCO2 in the largely oligotrophic North Pacific. Similar approaches have 
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since been used in the Greenland Sea gyre [Hood, et al., 1999], the Sargasso Sea [Nelson, et 

al., 2001], the Atlantic gyres [Lefevre and Taylor, 2002], the winter season of the North 

Atlantic [Olsen, et al., 2003], and the Caribbean Sea [Olsen, et al., 2004b]. 

It is important to note, however, that all of these studies use empirically derived 

relationships between SST and pCO2 specific to that region as opposed to using the 

thermodynamic relationship (equation 2.5) suggested by Takahashi et al. [1993]. This is 

because within each region other processes that affect pCO2 do still occur. For example, in 

the Greenland Sea gyre the SST-pCO2 relationship is actually inverse; cold DIC-rich water 

that upwells as the winter mixing layer deepens creates a relationship whereby cooler waters 

have higher pCO2 [Hood, et al., 1999]. It is also important to keep in mind that a SST-pCO2 

relationship in a given region usually varies over time. For example, at the Bermuda-Atlantic 

Time-series Study site (BATS) the SST-pCO2 relationship is always positive, but the slope of 

the relationship changes as the annual cycles of biological and mixing processes progress 

[Nelson, et al., 2001]. This nearly universal tendency for the processes that modify pCO2 to 

covary with SST led Lee et al. [1998] to create a SST-pCO2 for every pixel in the Takahashi 

et al. [2002] climatology in order to estimate interannual variability of the global flux of CO2 

from 1982-1995. It also allowed Lefevre, et al. [2002] to extrapolatepCO2 using only SST 

along the coast of Chile where upwelling and biological productivity creates a very complex 

system. 

Although empirical relationships between SST and pCO2 can be created for most 

regions over most seasons there are instances when the relationships fail. These instances are 

usually related to high biological activity; Stephens et al. [ 1995] found that their pCOi-SST 

relationship did not work well in the northwest North Pacific where biological productivity 

was much higher; Olsen, et al. [2003] found that the spring bloom in the Greenland Sea was 

not predictable by SST; and Cosca et al. [2003] found that they could greatly improve their 

prediction of pCO2 in the equatorial Pacific if biological indicators were included. These 

observations led most of the authors to conclude that the inclusion of biological variables 

derived from satellites designed to monitor ocean colour would create more robust pCO2 

extrapolation schemes. However, this idea has seen surprisingly little use in the literature. 

Ono et al. [2004] were amongst the first to try this approach by using chlorophyll derived 
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from an early ocean colour sensor (ADEOS/OCTS) in a multivariate regression with SST to 

successfully improve upon the Stephens et al. [1995] study. In a similar study, Rangama, et 

al. [2005] used chlorophyll derived from Sea WiFS to estimate pCO2 in a region of the 

Southern Ocean that was unsuitable for extrapolation via SST. Most recently, Lohrenz and 

Cai [2006]managed to extrapolate pCO2 over a complex coastal system using SST, CDOM 

and chlorophyll products from MODIS aqua. Although these studies are limited and the 

success of some is dubious ( e.g. Lohrenz and Cai [2006]), the use of ocean colour products 

in combination with SST is the most promising frontier in oceanographic remote sensing for 

CO2 fluxes. 

4.3 - Review of Remote Sensing Products Used in CO2 Flux Studies 

4. 3.1 - Scatterometer/altimeter products 

Scatterometer wind products 

The earliest scatterometer missions were launched in the late 1970s, which makes 

wind retrievals from satellites a fairly mature science today. Recent reviews of the progress 

and operation of scatterometers can be found in Liu [2002] and Martin [2004], from which 

the following discussion draws heavily. 

Scatterometers are active remote sensing devices that emit a pulse of microwave 

electro-magnetic radiation (EMR) and measure the strength of the signal returned to the 

sensor after it has interacted with objects in the path of the beam. The strength of the 

returned signal ( called backscatter, denoted cJ°) depends on the properties of the target objects 

(most importantly the electrical properties (dielectrics) and the roughness), the object-sensor 

geometry, and the frequency that the sensor operates at. This is useful in oceanography 

because sea water has a high dielectric constant that readily scatters microwaves, and given 

no changes in sensor frequency or geometry, a rougher ocean will result in higher 

backscatter. Using these basic principles and some rather ingenious techniques, 

scatterometers are able to collect both wind speed and direction (i.e. wind vectors). 

To understand how scatterometers measure wind vectors, it is important to realize 

that how rough an ocean looks to a scatterometer is very dependent upon the angle with 
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which the scatterometer beam is emitted (termed the azimuth angle) and upon the 

wavelength, polarization and incidence angle of the beam. A scatterometer that looks 

upwind or downwind across a wave field will experience a higher return than when looking 

crosswind to the wave field (Figure 4.2). Vertically polarized microwaves (VV) tend to have 

higher cr0 than horizontally polarized (HH) ones and ocean waves appear rougher to shorter 

microwaves (i.e. Ku band, 12-18 GHz) compared to longer ones (i.e. C band, 4-8 GHz). 

Steeper incidence angles also result in higher returns than shallow incidence angles. This can 

be summarized by stating that backscatter is a function of polarization (P), windspeed (U), 

incidence angle (0) and relative wind direction (<DR): 

cr0 = F (P,U,0,<DR) [4.1] 

Figure 4.2: Geophysical model of backscatter as a function of look angle (<DR) for several 
wind speeds (wind speed is represented by the lines with units of ms-1

) at Ku band [Martin, 
2004]. 

In theory, Equation 4.1 could be solved analytically, but in practice it must be done 

empirically. Once an empirical model of the response of cr0 due to variations in P, U, 0 and 

<DR is created, it can be inverted to predict U based on measurements of cr0
• Figure 4.3 is an 

example of one such model, showing cr0 at given polarizations and azimuth angle as a 

function of wind speed and wind direction. If only one of the four possible curves are used 

( e.g. the solid line) then the only information achieved is that the wind speed ranges from 

about 6-15 ms-1
• If a second curve is used (e.g. the dashed line) then the vector has four 

possible solutions where the two lines intersect (label "2"). These intersections are termed 
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"ambiguities". If three lines are used, there are two ambiguities (label "3 "), and if four lines 

are used there is only one possible solution (where all lines intersect, label "4"). To achieve 

this amount of input data, scatterometers usually have antennae with two polarizations that 

are moveable so that they can look at a spot on the ground more than one time as they fly 

past (thus changing the look angle). The curves on Figure 4.3 are termed "looks" and 

scatterometer products are usually referred to as 4-look or 2-look, etc. 

Figure 4.3: Graph showing lines of constant cr0 for different polarizations and look angles at 
Ku band; VV at 45° (solid line), VV at 135° (dashed line), HH at 65° (dotted line), VV at 65°. 
From Martin [2004], following Naderi, et al. [1991]. 

Currently, the most widely used scatterometer is Sea Winds- I, which is on the 

QuikSCAT satellite. Sea Winds is a Ku-band scatterometer with HH and VV polarization 

beams in a rotating pencil configuration. The satellite resolves ambiguities using 4 looks or 2 

looks, depending on the location and has a spatial resolution of 25 km. Most areas of the 

globe are sampled twice daily. Wind vectors retrieved from QuikSCAT have been found to 

have an error of+/- 0.45 m s-1 in wind speed and+/- 5° in direction, with no significant 

systematic bias [ Bourassa, et al., 2003]. It is however important to note several uncertainties 

that have been identified in scatterometer wind speed products. First, it is uncertain how the 

empirical algorithms work in coastal areas where fetch may be limited [ Plagge, et al., 2006]. 

Early studies showed significant biases in coastal waters [Guymer and Zecchetto, 1991], but 

subsequent work found no corollary evidence for this [ Kent, et al., 1998]. The point may be 
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somewhat moot at the current stage of technology since the coarse spatial resolution of 

scatterometers precludes use close to the coast where fetch limitation is most severe. The 

second, more relevant problem is that the algorithms that relate wind speed at 1 Orn to surface 

roughness do so assuming that the atmosphere is neutral. In instances where this is not true, 

(which is fairly often) there may be a slight bias ( on the order of a few tenths of a ms-1
) in 

scatterometer derived wind speeds [ Martin, 2004]. 

Scatterometer/altimeter wave slope products 

Satellite altimeters are very similar to scatterometers; they also emit microwave 

radiation and measure backscatter. The current generation of scatterometers (TOPEX, and 

Jason-1) are nadir-looking and have two antennae at Ku and C band. The extraction of wave 

slope from these altimeters is actually a fairly straightforward process. The mean square 

wave slope, ( m~) can be derived using the following equation (as given by Glover, et al. 

[2004,2007]): 

[4.2] 

where p: is an empirically derived value describing the effective reflectivity. Since Ku band 

responds to waves at a wavelength of ~6.3 cm, and C band to waves at ~16.5 cm, the dual

frequency nature of the altimeters can be used to examine waves under the cut-off 

wavelength of 16.5 cm- the region proposed by Bock, et al.[1999] where gas exchange is 

linearly related to ( m~) [ Glover, et al., 2002, 2007]: 

[4.3] 

where ( m~) is the partial mean square wave slope. This partial mean square wave slope can 

then be used to calculate gas transfer velocity using the relationships of Bock, et al. [ 1999] or 

Frew, et al. [2004]. 
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In theory, a similar approach can be used to derive ( m;) from scatterometers such as 

QuikSCAT. Since these instruments are not nadir looking, the extraction of wave slope 

become significantly more complex. The details will not be discussed here, but essentially it 

requires the input of empirical parameters that need to be derived from collocated 

scatterometer and altimeter measurements [ Glover, et al., 2005]. 

At this point, there have been no in-situ validations of transfer velocity derived from 

remotely sensed ( m;) products. Therefore, the usefulness of any flux values derived using 

these transfer velocities is somewhat dubious. However, considering the wide spread of 

wind speed/gas transfer velocity parameterizations (Fig. 3.2), there is no reason why this 

method could not be used as another estimate of k. 

4.3.2 - Sea surface temperature products 

SST is observed from space by passive remote sensors that measure the amount of 

EMR leaving the water surface in thermal infrared (TIR) wavelengths(~ 3-15 µm). 

According to Wein' s law 4, peak emissions for a blackbody in the range of temperatures 

typically experienced at the sea surface occur at approximately 11 µm, which fortuitously 

coincides with an atmospheric "window" (i.e. transmissivity through the atmosphere is high). 

Satellites that collect SST are specifically designed to exploit these properties. For example, 

the MODIS instrument (which is used in this thesis for SST) has 5 sensors (bands) capable of 

measuring in the TIR: 3 bands in the 3-4 µm wavelength range, 1 band centered at ~ 11 µm 

and 1 band centered at ~ 12 µm. 

In a theoretical situation where you wanted to remotely measure the temperature of a 

perfect blackbody in a vacuum, the procedure would be very straightforward. The radiation 

emitted by the blackbody could be measured by a radiometer, from which you could deduce 

the temperature of the object (termed brightness temperature) using an inversion of Planck's 

4 Wein's law predicts the wavelength of peak emission (Amax) of a blackbody based on its temperature (n and a 

constant (b=2.598 x 10-3 mK): Amax = b IT 
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radiation law5
• However, as Figure 4.4 shows, the situation that exists when measuring SST 

is considerably more complex. To start, the emissivity of seawater is not exactly unity; it 

varies from about 0.95-0.99 depending on viewing angle [Robinson, 2004]. This means that 

the brightness temperature observed at the sensor (Tb) will be slightly lower than the surface 

temperature (Ts), As a consequence of not being a perfect blackbody, seawater also reflects a 

small portion of the incident TIR emitted by the sun and the atmosphere. Some of this 

reflected TIR will be observed by the sensor, slightly increasing Tb· The reflection of solar 

TIR (known as sun or sky glitter) is only important in the 3-4 µm bands, because it does not 

make up a significant fraction of Tb at longer wavelengths (for this reason, the 3-4 µm bands 

are only used for determination of SST at night). Finally, (and most importantly) the 

atmosphere will attenuate the radiation through absorption and scattering by gas molecules 

and aerosols which once again leads to a reduced Tb at the sensor. 

satellite 

~ 

Figure 4.4: Schematic showing the complex nature of measuring emissions from the sea 
surface. 

In order to get an accurate measurement of SST, it is obviously necessary to correct 

for the effects outlined in Figure 4.4. There are many different ways which this can done 

(see reviews by Martin [2004] and Robinson [2004]). The most ideal method would be to 

5 Planck's law predicts irradiance (I) emitted by a blackbody as a function of temperature (1) and wavelength 

C 
(,1): J(J, T) = 

5 
1 

, where C1=3.74 x 10-16 W m2 and C2 = 1.44 x 10-2 m K 
/4 [exp(C2 / JT)-1] 
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somehow determine the distribution and properties of gases and aerosols in the atmosphere, 

and then apply radiative transfer equations to solve for attenuation and absorption. 

Unfortunately, this is not possible in most instances because the structure of the atmosphere 

is usually not well known. To overcome this, an empirical approach is commonly used that 

exploits the multiple bands in the TIR on multispectral sensors ( e.g. MODIS) [McClain, et 

al., 1985]. The basic principle is outlined in Figure 4.5. Essentially, one of the bands is 

more sensitive to attenuation in the atmosphere, thus the difference between the two bands 

(~Tb i) will change as the opacity of the atmosphere changes. For a larger ~ Tb ij, a larger 

atmospheric correction must be necessary. This allows for the creation of an empirically 

based algorithm that takes the form: 

[4.4] 

where Tb is the brightness temperatures at bands i and j, and C1_3 are constants. This is a 

crude approximation of atmospheric effects, but it has been found to work very well in most 

instances. The constants are derived by regression with points of known SST which are 

measured by ships or buoys. Over time this algorithm has increased in complexity slightly, 

but retains the same principles. The current MODIS algorithm takes the form: 

[4.5] 

where C1_4 are empirical constants, Tsrc is a climatological SST used as a "first guess", and 

T31 ,32 are brightness temperatures at MODIS bands 31 and 32 [Brown and Minnett, 1999]. 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the empirical atmospheric correction scheme. The atmosphere on 
the left is less opaque (i.e. due to lower concentrations of greenhouse gases or aerosols). The 
sensor measures brightness temperature at two bands (Tb ij) which respond differently to the 
atmosphere. In this case, T bj is attenuated more readily than T bi, which results in a difference 
between the two, b. Tb ij. This difference can be used as a proxy for the opacity of the 

atmosphere (adapted from Robinson [2004]). 

A final consideration in the atmospheric correction process is the presence of clouds. 

When clouds are in a scene, the brightness temperature recorded at the sensor is a function of 

the temperature of the cloud top (Figure 4.4). Therefore, the only way to deal with cloudy 

pixels is to mask them out. These masks can be created a number of ways [Robinson, 2004], 

but usually they are simply based on information in the visible and near infrared bands of the 

sensor [Ackerman, et al., 2002]. 

Of course the entire process is not without its shortcomings. The most notable 

problem is that the TIR emitted by the ocean is determined by the temperature of 

approximately the first 50µm of the ocean (the skin surface temperature, i:~ ). 

Unfortunately, ground observations of i:~ are rare, and thus bulk SST measurements are 

used to determine the empirical coefficients in Equations 4.4 and 4.5. This means that 

products obtained using the atmospheric correction scheme are actually bulk SST ( i:w) with 

an additional noise component caused by variations in the cool skin effect and the diurnal 

warming of the surface layer [Donlon, et al., 2002]. Other problems include the presence of 

cirrus clouds (which are difficult to detect), and large changes in aerosols ( e.g. volcanoes, 
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dust storms). Despite these problems, validation studies have shown that the MODIS sensor 

has a random error of only+/- 0.4°K, and very low bias (<0.1 °K) when compared with in situ 

bulk SST measured on buoys [Minnett, et al., 2002]. 

4.3.3 - Ocean colour products 

Ocean colour is also sensed by passive sensors, but in this case the sensor measures 

reflected solar radiation in the visible to near infrared (near-IR) spectrum. Since the majority 

of solar radiation that strikes water initially penetrates the surface and is then reflected by 

particles within the water, ocean colour sensors actually observe subsurface properties; 

something that biological and chemical oceanographers are very interested in. As will be 

shown in the following sections, proper extraction of these subsurface properties requires 

knowledge of how light is transmitted through water, how satellites see this colour, and how 

atmospheric effects can be accounted for. 

Inherent optical properties 

The colour of a body of water is largely determined by its inherent optical properties 

(IOPs) which are properties that describe the fate of EMR traveling through the water [Arst, 

2003; Robinson, 2004]. For EMR of any wavelength A, it is possible to describe the 

absorption coefficient, a)., and the bi-directional volume backscattering function, /h By 

integrating /3). over all directions the scattering coefficient (b).) can be defined, which is the 

sum of the forward scattering (b1) and backward scattering (bb) coefficients. The overall 

attenuation of a beam of EMR can be characterized by the beam attenuation coefficient ( CJc) 

which is defined as CJc= a).+ b).. 

For pure seawater the IOPs are easy to measure and define [Smith and Baker, 1981; 

Pope and Fry, 1997]. However, the definitions become more complex when other 

constituents in the water are considered. In these so-called "multicomponental" water 

bodies, different constituents interact with EMR in different ways, and thus all contribute to 

the IOPs [Arst, 2003]. For seawater, the most important components for IOPs are 

chlorophyll, CDOM and particulates. As an example, the overall absorption coefficient of 

seawater (asw) at a certain A is defined as: asw (l) = aw(A) + achl(l) + acnoM (l) + a/l) where 
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the subscripts w, chi, CDOM and p refer to absorption due to pure water, chlorophyll, CDOM 

and suspended particulates respectively. Furthermore, the values of each of the terms on the 

right hand side are proportional to the concentration of that substance in seawater. For 

example, a chl = C chta;ht where a * is the specific absorption coefficient and Cchl is the 

concentration of chlorophyll. Thus for seawater, the wavelength dependent absorption 

coefficient can be defined as: 

[4.6] 

and the wavelength dependent backscatter coefficient as: 

[4.7] 

Note that no backscattering term for CDOM is included, because this is not a possible 

outcome for light encountering a dissolved substance. 

The wavelength dependence of a and b varies within and between constituents, which 

is what creates the colour of seawater. Figures 4.6-8 show a and b for pure water, 

chlorophyll, and CDOM respectively (spectra for particulate matter is not shown due to its 

variability). Pure water scatters highly in the shorter wavelengths and absorbs strongly in the 

longer wavelengths, which makes water predominantly blue in colour [Smith and Baker, 

1981; Pope and Fry, 1997]. Chlorophyll tends to scatter highly in the green part of the 

spectrum, which gives seawater a characteristic green tinge if concentrations are high ( e.g. 

Prieur and Sathyendranath [1981]). CDOM absorbs strongly in the shorter wavelengths 

which pushes the ocean colour towards more yellow hues (hence CDOM is sometimes 

referred to as "yellow substance") ( e.g. Granskog et al. [2007]; Prieur and Sathyendranath 

[ 1981 ]). This spectral dependence of a and b forms the theoretical framework for measuring 

the concentration of chlorophyll, CDOM and particulate matter from space. If spectra of a 

and b in a multicomponental water body are measured remotely, it may be possible to infer 

concentrations through inversion models. Unfortunately, IOPs are not what a satellite 

actually observes, and thus the following discussion on apparent optical properties is 

necessary to understand the operational use of ocean colour products. 



Figure 4.6: Typical absorption and 
backscattering across the visible 
spectrum for pure water [Robinson, 
2004] 

Figure 4. 7: Typical absorption and 
backscattering across the visible 
spectrum for water dominated by 
chlorophyll [ Robinson, 2004] 

Figure 4.8: Typical absorption across 
the visible spectrum for water 
dominated by CDOM [Robinson, 2004] 

Apparent optical properties 
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Remote sensing instruments designed to monitor ocean colour do not measure b or a; 

instead, they measure irradiance upwelling from the ocean surface at certain wavelengths (Lw 

(2)). This upwelling irradiance is a function of the scattering and absorption interactions that 

have occurred within the water column, and of the external lighting factors such as sun angle, 

skylight and sea state [Robinson, 2004]. Thus, satellite observable optical properties (such as 

Lw (2)) are termed apparent optical properties (AOPs). Commonly, remote sensing 



reflectance (Rrs(l)) is calculated to eliminate the dominating effect of variations in 

downwelling radiation (Ed (1)) by the formula: 

[4.8] 
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To rigorously calculate Rrs(l), Lw (1) should be converted to a normalized water leaving 

radiance (denoted Lwn(l)) which is defined by Gordon and Voss [1999] as the radiance that 

would exit the ocean in the absence of the atmosphere and with the sun at zenith (see 

discussion in following section on atmospheric correction). 

Ideally, observations of Rrs(l) could be inverted to calculate IOPs, which could then 

be used to predict constituent concentrations. Several statistical, numerical and empirical 

approaches have been developed to attempt this inversion, but the more practical approach is 

to develop algorithms that directly relate concentrations to reflectance. Due to the high 

interest in mapping the distribution of phytoplankton, most research has focused on creating 

reflectance algorithms for chlorophyll. Figure 4.9 shows how the reflectance spectra for 

water dominated by chlorophyll (so-called Case 1 water) changes with increasing 

concentration. Water that contains chlorophyll shows an obvious peak in reflectance at the 

green wavelengths (~500-575nm) that increases relative to blue wavelengths as concentration 

increases. This observation has prompted the use of simple green/blue band ratios to predict 

chlorophyll concentration (Figure 4.10), and is the approach currently used in the MOD IS 

algorithms for Case 1 waters [Clark, 1997]. The current MODIS algorithm uses a slightly 

different band ratio than shown in Figure 4.10, but the relationship takes a similar polynomial 

form [Clark, 1997; Darecki and Stramski, 2004]: 

3 2 / [ChlJ = lO(aX +bX +cX+d) e [4.9] 

where X is the band ratio, calculated as: 

[4.10] 

and a-e are empirically derived coefficients (for values, see appendix of Darecki and 

Stramski [2004]). The wavelengths used in equation 4.10 are chosen because of their 

availability on the MODIS sensor. 
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Figure 4.9: Reflectance spectra of Case 1 
water. The different solid lines show 
spectra for different chlorophyll 
concentrations, increasing in the direction 
of the arrow. The dotted line is the 
reflectance spectra of pure water 
[ Robinson, 2004]. 

Figure 4.10: Relationship between 
blue/green reflectance ratio and in-situ 
measured chlorophyll concentration. The 
lines show the model fits of various 
algorithms [O'Reilly, et al., 1998]. 
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Unfortunately, deriving useful information from ocean colour becomes much more 

difficult when CDOM and particulate matter are present. Water bodies with high CDOM 

and/or particulate concentrations are termed Case 2, or "optically complex" waters, and are 

usually characteristic of coastal seas. As Fig. 4.11-12 show, increasing CDOM and 

suspended particulates can affect the reflectance spectra in the wavelengths critical for 

calculation of chlorophyll using equations 4.9-10. The primary method for overcoming this 

complexity is through the use of semi-analytical models which estimate a and bb coefficients 

from Rrs via a combination of inverse modeling and empirical relationships. From these 

IOPs, chlorophyll concentration can more accurately be calculated by compensating for 

absorption due to other constituents (e.g. Carder, et al. [2003]; Maritorena, et al. [2002]). 

The advantage of these algorithms is that in addition to extracting chlorophyll measurements, 

they also extract measurements of absorption or backscattering due to CDOM and/or 

particulates, which can be useful parameters themselves. 

Recent work in the Baltic Sea by Darecki and Stramski [2004] has shown that the 

semi-analytical model of Carder, et al. [1999] is good at extracting CDOM absorption, but 
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requires significant tuning to regional conditions to accurately measure chlorophyll. 

Maritorena, et al. [2002] have shown excellent retrievals of chlorophyll using their semi

analytical model, but had difficulty optimizing retrievals of CDOM absorption and 

particulate backscattering for universal application to all ocean regions. Based on these 

observations, it appears that the best approach for extracting useful information from remote 

sensing of Case 2 waters is through the development of regionally tuned bio-optical 

algorithms [ Robinson, 2004]. Of course to properly tune a regional model requires intensive 

field campaigns, thus where regional models do not exist researchers have been forced to 

proceed with the present state-of-the-science algorithms while acknowledging the potential 

biases and shortcomings that accompany them. 

100 ---- -------.-----

Figure 4.11: Reflectance spectra of 
Case 2 water dominated by CDOM. 
The different solid lines show spectra 
for different CDOM concentrations, 
increasing in the direction of the arrow. 
The dotted line is the reflectance spectra 
of pure water [ Robinson, 2004]. 
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Figure 4.12: Reflectance spectra of Case 2 
water dominated by suspended particulates. 
The different solid lines show spectra for 
different particulate concentrations, increasing 
in the direction of the arrow. The dotted line is 
the reflectance spectra of pure water [ Robinson, 
2004]. 

Due to the various interactions in the atmosphere (Figure 4.13) and the low 

reflectivity of water, only about 35% of the signal received at the sensor actually relates to 

ocean colour [ Robinson, 2004]. Therefore, the retrieval of reliable reflectance spectra relies 

heavily on good atmospheric correction. The atmospheric correction schemes currently in 

use are fairly complicated, and are made more complicated by ambiguity of terms commonly 



used in the literature. It is therefore important to clarify some of these terms before 

discussing the atmospheric correction procedure. 
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The first important distinction is between Lw and Lwn• Gordon and Voss [1999] define 

Lwn as the water leaving radiance that would occur if the incident solar radiation was at nadir 

and if it was not affected by scattering in the atmosphere (i.e. the dashed line in Fig. 4.13). 

Lwn and Lw are related by the formula: 

[ 4.11] 

where 0o is the solar zenith angle and "Cr and "Co2 are the optical thicknesses due to rayleigh 

scattering and ozone absorption respectively. 

The next important distinction is between reflectance ( denoted p) and remote sensing 

reflectance (Rrs)- Rrs is defined as per equation 4.8 as the ratio of Lw ( or Lwn) to downwelling 

radiation at the surface of the ocean. In contrast, p is the ratio of upwelling radiation to the 

top-of-atmosphere solar irradiance [Gordon and Voss, 1999]: 

p(l) = nL(l)/ Fa cos00 

O
Sun 

Fa 

I 

NO 1 
absorption 
scattering 1 

~satellite 

Lt 

[4.12] 

Figure 4.13: Schematic of the effects that contribute to L1• The dotted line on the left shows 
the theoretical situation that defines Lwn· 
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With these definitions in mind, the atmospheric correction process can be discussed. 

In the document that describes the MODIS algorithm for atmospheric correction, Gordon 

and Voss [1999] summarize the interactions shown in Figure 4.13 in the following equation: 

Lt = Lp + TLg + tLwc + tLw [4.13] 

where Lt is the top-of-atmosphere radiance detected by the sensor, Lp is the contribution of 

upward scattered light from the atmosphere, Lg is the radiance contribution by sun and sky 

glitter, Lwc is the radiance contribution of sun/skylight scattered by whitecaps (not shown in 

Fig. 4.13 ), T is the atmospheric transmittance of direct light, and t is the atmospheric 

transmittance of diffuse light. In order to extract a reasonable value of Lw from a 

measurement of Lt, the other unknowns must be solved for. Gordon and Voss [1999] have 

found it convenient to restate equation 4.13 in terms of reflectance (i.e. using equation 4.10): 

[4.14] 

To perform the atmospheric correction, first the Pwc term is modeled from auxiliary 

information on sea state [Gordon and Wang, 1994], and any pixels where pg is significant are 

masked out [ Gordon and Voss, 1999]. This leaves only the terms t, pp and Pw to be estimated 

by the atmospheric correction. The pp term is further decomposed into contributions due to 

molecular scattering (pr), aerosol scattering (pa), and interactions between molecular and 

aerosol scatters (pra): 

[ 4.15] 

As discussed in section 4.3 .2, the rayleigh scattering term can be well modeled if 

atmospheric pressure is known [ Gordon and Wang, 1992]. The multiple scattering term is 

usually only important in instances where aerosol concentrations are very high, and so it can 

generally be ignored [Gordon and Voss, 1999], leaving only the aerosol term, which is 

estimated using a "black pixel" approach. 
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The black pixel approach works on the assumption that ocean reflectance in the near

IR wavelengths (i.e.~ 700-900nm) is zero. Therefore, equation 4.14 can be restated for Anear

IR as: 

Pi ( .,\ear-IR) = Pp ( Anear-IR) + T P g ( Anear-IR) + ( P we ( Anear-IR) [ 4.16] 

Once again, the Pwc(Anear-IR), and pg(Aoear-IR) terms are removed by modeling and masking, and 

the Ppath(Anear-IR) term can be reduced to the single unknown, Pa(Anear-IR)- Since Pw is known to 

be 0, pa(Anear-IR) is the only unknown quantity, any remaining pi(Anear-IR) must be equivalent to 

Pa(Anear-IR)- Since Pa is wavelength dependent [Gordon and Voss, 1999], more information 

can be drawn if two different bands in the near-IR are used; a short one (ls=750nm for 

MODIS) and a longer one (ls=865nm). This allows for the creation of a new parameter, £, 

which is defined as: 

[ 4.17] 

This parameter contains information not only about the path radiance caused by aerosol 

scattering, but also about the spectral dependence of that radiance. This spectral dependence 

varies based on the aerosol composition, and so the common approach has been to create 

computer-generated models of various aerosol compositions and then use the observed£ to 

predict which aerosol model most accurately represents the prevailing aerosol conditions. 

This model can then be used to predict pa(l) for any other wavelength of interest (Figure 

4.14). These models can also be used to predict the aerosol component of diffuse 

transmissivity (t in equations 4.13-17), which when combined with diffuse transmissivity for 

atmospheric scattering predicted from atmospheric pressure [Gordon and Wang, 1992] gives 

an overall estimate oft. Thus all of the terms necessary to calculate Pw can be obtained, 

giving an atmospherically corrected estimate of reflectance. This term can then be converted 

into Lw, Lwn or Rrs (equations 4.8, 4.11-12) as required by the MODIS algorithms. 
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Figure 4.14: Example of how£ ratios are used to predict Pa at different wavelengths. The 
lines show the predicted c[l,865] for different synthetic aerosol models. If £[750,865] is 
computed for a pixel, the aerosol model that best predicts that value can be used. The 
c[ 2,865] relationship can then be used to predict Pa for any other wavelength [ Gordon and 
Voss, 1999]. 

There are two main problems with this atmospheric correction scheme: 1) to save 

computational time only a limited number of aerosol models can be included in the algorithm 

- this means that it is possible that the selected aerosol model may not be representative of 

actual conditions, and 2) the black pixel assumption may not always be valid at near-IR 

wavelengths. Unfortunately, both of these problems are most severe in Case 2 waters, where 

suspended particulate matter reflects in the near-IR (see Fig. 4.12), and not as much attention 

has been paid to developing realistic aerosol models. In fact, Darecki and Stramski [2004] 

found significant systematic and random errors of Lwn across all wavelengths when 

comparing satellite measurements to in-situ measurements in the coastal Baltic Sea. This has 

prompted the development of algorithms specifically designed for use in Case 2 waters ( e.g. 

Hu, et al. [2000] , Ruddick, et al. [2000]), the most promising of which uses the same 

methodology, but exploits bands in the shortwave infrared where the black pixel assumption 

is almost always valid [Wang, et al., 2007b]. Unfortunately, these methods have not yet been 

adopted into the MODIS processing algorithms, and so at this point are not much use to the 
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general scientific community. When combining these shortcomings with the fact that bio

optical algorithms are also often poorly adapted for Case 2 waters, it can be seen that users of 

any ocean colour products derived for coastal areas should be very cautions. 

4.4: Summary 

Satellite remote sensing has the potential to impact studies of air-sea CO2 flux by 

improving spatial and temporal resolutions. Past studies have utilized remote sensing 

through the use of scatterometer derived wind products (fork estimation) and through SST 

products (for extrapolation of pC02). Ocean colour products have not been used as 

frequently, but also have potential for the extrapolation of pC02• 

The methodology for deriving wind speed from scatterometer estimates is well 

established, and any uncertainty in the retrieval of wind speed is far outweighed by the 

uncertainty in the subsequent parameterization of k. SST products are also well developed, 

although the current atmospheric correction algorithm does not properly account for skin 

temperature effects, which is an important consideration in studies of air-sea gas exchange. 

Ocean colour products are well established in Case 1 waters, but the bio-optical and 

atmospheric correction algorithms have not yet been properly applied to Case 2 waters. This 

means that data derived from ocean colour in coastal waters should be treated with caution. 
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Chapter 5: Study Area - Hudson Bay 

5.1 - Introduction 

Very little oceanographic work has been conducted in Hudson Bay in the past, and to 

date no studies have focused on air-sea exchange of CO2. However, since Hudson Bay can 

be described as an Arctic or sub-Arctic continental shelf sea some insight can be drawn from 

other Arctic shelves where slightly more work has been done. Therefore, this chapter starts 

with a brief literature review of what is known about CO2 exchange and the associated 

driving processes on other Arctic shelves. In the second section, a review of the current 

understanding of oceanographic processes that might affect CO2 exchange in Hudson Bay is 

presented. The purpose of this chapter is to provide background knowledge of Hudson Bay 

that will aide in the interpretation of the results of this thesis in Chapters 7 & 8. 

5.2 - Air-Sea CO2 Exchange on Arctic Shelves 

It has been well established that attempts to constrain the global flux of CO2 from 

coastal oceans suffer from undersampling [ Borges, et al., 2005; Cai, et al., 2006]. This 

problem is particularly severe in the Arctic where logistical constraints largely preclude 

comprehensive studies. Most research programs are limited either temporally or spatially 

and thus the uncertainty surrounding any conclusions they arrive at is very high. Despite 

these problems, the results that have been produced are tantalizingly interesting; early 

estimates of the net flux of CO2 for the Arctic ocean indicated a rate of absorption of CO2 2-3 

times higher than the global average [Anderson, et al., 1998; Bauch, et al., 2000], and more 

recent research suggests that these studies may have been very conservative [Kaltin and 

Anderson, 2005; Bates, 2006]. Furthermore, it has been estimated that this absorption may 

have tripled over the past 3 decades as a result of sea ice retreat due to climate change [ Bates, 

et al., 2006]. 



Table 5.1: Summary of past estimates ofCO2 flux on Arctic and sub-Arctic shelf seas. 
Figure 5.1 indicates locations. 

Region Flux Reference Notes 
(mmolm-2d- 1

) 

Chukchi Sea -14.8 Bates [2006] Annual 
-10.0 Murata and Takizawa [2003] Summer 

Chukchi Sea/Bering Shelf -7.1 Ka/tin and Anderson [2005] Annual 
Barents Sea -2.9 Fransson, et al. [2001] Annual 
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-9.5 Ka/tin, et al. [2002] Spring/Summer 
Laptev Sea -2.1 Nitishinsky, et al, [2007] Summer 
East Siberian Sea 0.3 Nitishinsky, et al. [2007] Summer 
Beaufort Sea -10.0 Murata and Takizawa [2003] Summer 
Northeast Water Polynya -5.5 Yager, et al [1995] Annual 
North Water Polynya -1.0 Miller, et al. [2002] Annual 
Greenland Sea -2.9 Anderson, et al. [2000] Annual 

-9.6 Hood et al. [1999] Annual 

Figure 5.1: Map of Arctic Ocean and surrounding shelf seas. 



A summary of estimated fluxes for Arctic shelves is shown in Table 5 .1. With the 

exception of the East Siberian Sea [Nitishinsky, et al., 2007], all Arctic shelves studied to 

date are believed to be sinks of CO2. In some cases, these sinks are extremely strong; 

observations on the Chukchi Sea [Bates, 2006] indicate a flux of similar magnitude to the 

strongest absorptions estimated by the Takahashi, et al. [2002] inventory of open ocean 

carbon exchange. To explain the mechanisms that maintain these strong sinks, two main 

hypotheses have been proposed: the seasonal rectification hypothesis [Yager, et al., 1995] 

and the continental shelf pump hypothesis [Tsunogai, et al., 1999; Thomas, et al., 2004]. 
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The continental shelf pump hypothesis was first proposed by Tsunogai, et al. [ 1999] 

to explain their observations that the East China Sea maintains a sink of CO2 throughout the 

entire year. This hypothesis proposes that a strong biological drawdown occurs during the 

spring and summer, which is then enhanced by cooling in the winter. This cooling is more 

effective on the shallow continental shelf, and as a result very dense water is created that 

advects off the shelf into the deep layers of the open ocean. This advection creates a 

mechanism for the removal of carbon that has been absorbed from the atmosphere in the 

spring/summer (in organic and inorganic forms) that otherwise would return to the surface 

and be re-released. This mechanism has been identified as the likely cause of the strong 

absorption in the Chukchi Sea [Bates, 2006] and possibly in the western Beaufort Sea 

[ Murata and Takizawa, 2003]. Evidence has also been presented to suggest that this 

mechanism may be enhanced on Arctic shelves where the high density of cold shelf waters is 

further increased by brine rejection during ice formation in the winter [Anderson, et al., 

2004]. 

The seasonal rectification hypothesis has been used to describe observations in the 

Northeast Water Polynya [Yager, et al., 1995] and the North Water Polynya [Miller, et al., 

2002]. In these Polynyas, brief but strong biological drawdown of pC02sw occurs during the 

spring/summer open water seasons that results in strong absorption of CO2• During the 

winter, much of the organic material created in the spring is remineralized to CO2 creating 

high under-ice pC02sw• According to the seasonal rectification hypothesis this potential 

outgassing is suppressed by ice cover, creating a seasonal asymmetry that results in a net 

negative annual flux of CO2. This mechanism could operate in conjunction with the 
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continental shelf pump ( creating a strong sink of C02) or the organic material created by the 

spring bloom may remain on the shelf ( a weaker sink of C02). 

Theoretically, the observations of C02 exchange on Arctic shelves shown in Table 

5 .1 may be useful in predicting C02 exchange in Hudson Bay if strong linkages between 

oceanographic processes and carbon fluxes can be made. The first relevant finding from 

these studies is that most of the shelves experience strong biological drawdown of pC02sw in 

the early spring as the ice melts [Yager, et al., 1995; Miller, et al., 2002; Bates, 2006; 

Nitishinsky, et al., 2007]. This occurs because the winter season sets the stage for a strong 

phytoplankton bloom. The formation of ice in the winter causes deep convection that brings 

nutrients to the surface which cannot be utilized by photosynthesis until polar sunrise and 

the subsequent ice break-up [Carmack and Macdonald, 2002]. These blooms are usually 

short because sea ice melt stratifies the surface water and prevents a nutrient supply from 

vertical mixing, but the lowered pC02sw may be sustained by cooling waters as the summer 

season progresses into the fall and winter [Murata and Takizawa, 2003]. 

A second key observation is that river inflow can have a strong effect on air-sea C02 

flux on Arctic shelves. The Barents, Kara, Laptev and East Siberian Seas all receive high 

river discharge from the European continent (i.e. the Ob, Y enisey and Lena rivers), while the 

Beaufort Sea receives a large contribution from the North American continent (the 

Mackenzie river). Nitishinsky, et al. [2007] found that estuaries in the Laptev Sea and the 

entire East Siberian Sea act as a source of C02, and suggested that this may be caused by the 

remineralization of riverine carbon creating net heterotrophic systems. Fransson et al. 

[2001] also found that riverine input has a strong effect on carbon cycling in the Barents and 

Kara seas. The East Siberian Sea has been identified as a net source of C02 during the ice

free season, which is believed to be a result of high input of terrestrial carbon and carbon 

from adjoining shelves [Nitishinsky, et al., 2007]. Studies in the Beaufort Sea have largely 

been limited to the western Beaufort which is not strongly influenced by the Mackenzie 

River, however some preliminary work has suggested that the sea surface pC02 distributions 

in the eastern Beaufort may indeed be strongly influenced by the Mackenzie [Murata and 

Takizawa, 2003; Else, et al., 2006]. With the exception of the East Siberian Sea, these 

outgassings are constrained to small areas near the estuaries of the rivers, and thus the net 
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integrated flux for the entire shelves tends to still be negative; however, these findings point 

to the importance of coastal and riverine processes in Arctic shelf waters 

5.3 - Oceanography of the Hudson Bay Continental Shelf Complex 

The study region for this project is the Hudson Bay continental shelf complex 

(HBCSC) which consists of James Bay, Hudson Bay, Foxe Basin, Hudson Strait and Ungava 

Bay (see Figure 5.2). Bathymetry identifies most of these components as coastal seas; 

Hudson Bay has a mean depth of~ 150m, James Bay at its deepest is 50m [Ingram and 

Prinsenberg, 1998], Foxe Basin ranges in depth from ~l00m to 50m [Prinsenberg, 1986b] 

and Ungava Bay is mostly shallower than 200m [Drinkwater, 1986]. Hudson Strait is the 

only component of the HBCSC that cannot be classified as a coastal ocean; it is a deep 

channel (maximum depth greater than 1000m) that provides an outlet for shelf water to the 

Labrador Sea [Drinkwater, 1986]. The complex makes up a considerable portion (~4.5%) of 

the total coastal ocean, although it has been completely ignored in studies that attempt to 

budget global CO2 fluxes [Borges, 2005; Borges, et al., 2005; Cai, et al., 2006]. One might 

be tempted to forgive the authors of these studies for their oversight considering that 

oceanographic studies in the HBC have been extremely sparse [Ingram and Prinsenberg, 

1998] however, this section will show that the studies that have been conducted in the 

HBCSC reveal many peculiarities that make it a potentially interesting and dynamic system 

with respect to air-sea CO2 exchange. 
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Hudson Bay 

Figure 5.2: Map of the Hudson Bay continental shelf complex with several major rivers 
identified. 

5.2.1 - Circulation 
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The general circulation pattern of Hudson Bay is shown in Figure 5.3. Observational 

evidence (see summary in Prinsenberg [1986a]) and modeling exercises [Wang, et al., 1994; 

Saucier and Dionne, 1998] have shown that the circulation is largely cyclonic with water 

entering from Foxe Basin and exiting through Hudson Strait. The circulation is driven by 

three factors: 1) inflow of water from Foxe Basin and outflow through Hudson strait, 2) 

wind-driven transport, and 3) buoyancy driven estuarine circulation resulting from river 

discharge and ice growth/decay [Wang, et al., 1994]. Since the source water for Foxe Basin 

is the Arctic Ocean (via Fury and Recla Strait), the transit through Foxe Basin and Hudson 
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Bay can be seen as a mechanism by which Arctic waters are modified before exiting to the 

Labrador Sea via Hudson Strait. The following sections will discuss how that water mass is 

modified by river discharge and sea ice growth/decay, and how those changes are reflected in 

the horizontal and vertical temperature profiles. It is also important to note that the mean 

residence time of water in Hudson Bay (i.e. the time for a water parcel to complete the circuit 

from Foxe Basin to Hudson Strait) has been estimated to be on the order of one to two years 

[Ingram and Prinsenberg, 1998] which means that seasonal modifications are also very 

important. 
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Figure 5.3: General circulation pattern for the HBC SC ( adapted from Drinkwater [ 1986] 
Ingram and Prinsenberg [1998] and Prinsenberg [1986a]). 
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5.3.2-River discharge 

The HBCSC is the outlet of an enormous amount of fresh water. The drainage basins 

for these rivers cover approximately 3.7 x 106 km2
, greater than one-third of the area of 

Canada. The total annual discharge of the HBCSC (~714 km3 year-1
) makes up 18% of the 

annual discharge to the Arctic Ocean [Shiklomanov, et al., 2000; Dery, et al., 2005], and for 

comparison is significantly larger than discharge of the next largest source of freshwater to 

the Arctic ocean (the Yenisey River, with discharge of ~618 km3 year-I). This discharge is 

unique, however, because it is not concentrated in a single river, but is distributed around the 

Hudson, James and Ungava bays. The Nelson River on the southeast coast of Hudson Bay is 

the largest, with a discharge of ~94 km3 year-1
, but the total discharge is highest on the 

southeast coast, due largely to the influence of James Bay (which contributes ~271 km3 yeaf 
1
) and La Grande Riviere (naturally ~66 km3 yeaf1 but now over 100 km3 year-I with 

hydroelectric diversions) [Dery, et al., 2005]. A strong annual cycle in discharge exists for 

all rivers flowing into the HBCSC (see figure 5.3 below). In general, discharge is low in the 

winter months, but rises rapidly with the onset of snowmelt in late April/early May. Peak 

discharge is generally reached by mid-June, after which the discharge decreases and becomes 

fairly constant through the late summer and fall months. Important changes in discharge 

have been observed in recent decades; in addition to significant modification of several rivers 

for hydroelectric exploitation, Dery, et al. [2005] found a decrease in total annual discharge 

into the HBCSC of 96 km3 (13%) from 1964 to 2000, and that flow at peak discharge has 

decreased and occurs on average 8 days sooner. 
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Figure 5.4: Average annual discharge cycle composed from 42 rivers draining into the 
HBCSC (from Dery, et al. [2005]). 

5.2.3 - Sea ice 
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The HBCSC is largely a seasonal sea ice zone. With the exception of Foxe Basin 

(where ice may persist for the entire year) the region is ice free for about four months 

between late June and early November [Markham, 1986]. The sea ice in James Bay reaches 

a southern latitude of lower than 52°N, which prompts comparisons to sea ice in the Baltic 

Sea (southern extent of ~54°N) [Granskog, et al., 2006] and the Sea of Okhotsk (southern 

extent of ~45°N) [Kimura and Wakatsuchi, 1999]. In all three of these enclosed basins sea 

ice is able to exist at low latitudes for two reasons: 1) due to prevailing atmospheric 

conditions, and 2) because freshwater discharge creates a strong halocline which requires 

only shallow convection to cool surface waters to the freezing point [ Shirasawa, 2007] . 
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The progression of sea ice growth and decay is shown in Figure 5.5 using the 

2004/2005 season (the important period for this study) as an example. Although the 2005 

break-up was slightly earlier than average, the pattern shown is consistent with 

climatological means ( cf Markham [ 1986]). In general, ice formation begins in the 

northwest in late October, and then increases rapidly southwards towards the southwest 

coast. By December, the entire region usually experiences ice concentrations of 9/10 and 

greater. Maximum level ice thickness ranges from <100 cm in James Bay to> 175 cm along 

the northwest coast, and ice ridging is very common in northern and southern Hudson Bay 

due to the motion of the pack ice (see summary by Prinsenberg [1988]). The prevailing ice 

motion also acts to transport ice from the northwest coast to the southeast and southwest 

shores, creating a net flux of freshwater to these regions when the ice melts [Prinsenberg, 

1984; Granskog, et al., 2007]. Ice melt usually begins in early June along the southern coasts 

and then works its way northwards. Ice from the northern coasts is usually removed 

dynamically, creating the remnant ice in central/southeast Hudson Bay shown in the late July 

panel in Figure 5.5. 

5.3.4 - Temperature/salinity distributions 

Observed vertical and horizontal temperature and salinity distributions in Hudson Bay 

can largely be explained by interpreting the preceding discussions on circulation, river 

discharge and sea ice. The best data available for the horizontal distribution of SST and 

surface salinity comes from a study conducted in August-September 1975, the results of 

which are shown in Figure 5.6 [Anderson and Roff, 1980; Prinsenberg, 1986c]. In general, 

the cold saline waters that enter Hudson Bay from Foxe Basin and Hudson Strait are diluted 

by river runoff and warmed by solar radiation as they make their cyclonic circuit around the 

bay. Temperatures were observed to be warmest in James Bay and along the northeastern 

coast of Hudson Bay, probably coinciding with the water masses that have spent the most 

time exposed to solar radiation [Prinsenberg, 1986c]. Salinity was observed to have a strong 

inshore/offshore gradient whereby the coastal waters closest to major rivers are significantly 

diluted. The lowest salinities were observed in James Bay and along the southeast coast 

which is likely a result of combined high river discharge and high contribution of sea ice melt 

[ Granskog, et al., 2007]. Due to obvious logistical constraints no similar datasets exist for 



any other seasons, however some studies have shown that freshwater plumes may extend 

much further during the sea ice covered season ( e.g. Ingram and Larouche [1987]). 
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Figure 5.6: Observed horizontal distributions of temperature (A) and salinity (B) August
September 1975 [Prinsenberg, 1986c]. 

Observations of vertical distributions of temperature and salinity for this region are 

also in short supply. However, in this case some seasonal observations from discrete 

locations are available from CTD casts made through the ice and from at least one current 

meter anchored near Churchill [Prinsenberg, 1986c]. It appears that during the open water 

season most locations experience strong vertical stratification as a result of ice melt and river 

discharge (Figure 5.7). The stratification appears to occur immediately with the spring ice 

melt, creating a shallow mixed layer that subsequently deepens, warms and freshens over the 

course of the summer [Prinsenberg, 1986c]. During the winter season cooling and salt 

rejection causes convection that greatly extends the mixed layer. From mooring data, 

Prinsenberg [1986c] found that this convection can reach at least 90m, which provides strong 

evidence that the entire water column may overturn during the winter (see also Figure 5.7 

below). 
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Figure 5. 7: Observed vertical distributions of temperature in salinity in southeast Hudson 
Bay from different seasons: April 15 - dashed line, May - 16 dash-dot line, August 15 -
solid line [Ingram and Prinsenberg, 1998]. 

5.3.5 -Primary production 
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The biological regime of Hudson Bay appears to be largely related to the annual sea 

ice cycle. In most ice covered seas, the winter season is largely devoid of photosynthetic 

activity for the obvious reason that there is simply no light available for utilization. At the 

end of winter nutrient supply is usually quite high due to mixing from depth, but once the 

sunlight returns light limitation can still exist because of the snow and ice cover, and mixing 

layers usually exceed the critical depth for photosynthetic activity [Shakshuag, 2004]. For 

these reasons, the earliest primary production occurs in algae communities that are attached 

to the bottom of the ice ( see review by Roff and Legendre [ 1986]). Limited studies have 

shown that ice algae is important in the fast ice zones of Hudson Bay [Gosselin, et al., 1986], 

although a study in the Great Whale River plume showed that photosynthesis within the 

water column can also exist at this time [ Legendre, et al., 1996]. 

In general, the break up of ice marks the beginning of an intense phytoplankton 

bloom in most Arctic waters. Ice melt provides rapid stratification that reduces the mixing 

layer to depths conducive to photosynthetic activity, and the removal of the sea ice allows 

photosynthesis to proceed unimpeded by light limitation [ Roff and Legendre, 1986]. 

Nutrients are often still abundant due to the deep winter mixed layer, and the melting sea 
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ice/snow and released ice algae can provide a significant nutrient flux as well [Roff and 

Legendre, 1986]. Generally these blooms are short lived because nutrients are consumed 

rapidly and cannot be replaced by vertical mixing due to stratification [Shakshuag, 2004], but 

this bloom alone can significantly reduce pCO2sw (see for e.g. Bates [2006]). In Hudson Bay, 

the presence of a spring bloom is unknown, largely due to the difficulties of sampling during 

this time period. There is some evidence that if a spring bloom does occur in Hudson Bay, it 

might not be as intense as commonly observed in other ice covered seas due to the limited 

nutrient supply that seems to exist in most areas of the bay [ Roff and Legendre, 1986]. 

The open water season following the spring bloom in Arctic seas is usually 

characterized by fairly low surface production due to the limitation of nutrient supply from 

depth resulting from strong surface stratification [Shakshuag, 2004]. This certainly appears 

to be the case in Hudson Bay, where a bay-wide survey in 1975 revealed extremely low chla 

throughout most of the offshore regions [Anderson and Roff, 1980] (see Figure 5.8 below). 

Chla values were observed to be higher near the outflow of rivers where nutrients are 

presumably higher, although observations by Hudon, et al. [1996] suggest that nutrient 

enhancement is more likely a result of coastal mixing than of a riverine supply. A deep 

chlorophyll maxima has been observed in Hudson Bay which is assosciated with clear 

surface waters allowing the euphotic zone to extend past pycnocline ( and hence the 

nutricline) [Roff and Legendre, 1986], but this is unlikely to contribute to reductions of sea 

surface pCO2sw• In short, Hudson Bay can most easily be described as an oligotrophic basin 

during most of the open water season, with a possible (but uncertain) spring phytoplankton 

bloom. 
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Figure 5.8: Chlorophyll concentrations in Hudson Bay August-September 1975 [Anderson 
and Roff, 1980]. 

5.4 - Summary 

Previous studies conducted on Arctic continental shelf seas reveal that most of these 

waters are strong sinks of atmospheric carbon dioxide. This absorption is initially driven by 

a strong spring phytoplankton bloom that removes carbon dioxide from the surface water. 

Cooling of seawater in the autumn may play a role in sustaining negative fluxes throughout 

the open water season. Sea ice formation in the winter may help drive a continental shelf 

pump that transports absorbed CO2 to the deeper ocean. When this is not the case, the ice 

cover at least prevents exchange of CO2 when convective mixing and net heterotrophy drive 

supersaturations of CO2 beneath the ice. Supersaturations of CO2 have also been observed in 

the estuaries of major rivers emptying into the Arctic Ocean. 

Source water for Hudson Bay is largely of Arctic Ocean origin via Foxe Basin with a 

small contribution of Atlantic water via Hudson Strait. This water travels cyclonically 

through the bay where it is diluted by river runoff and ice melt. Salinity tends to be lowest 

along the coasts and particularity on the southeast coast where river discharge and ice melt 

contributions are highest. Temperatures are warmest in the open water season where water 
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has been exposed to solar radiation for the longest time. No evidence currently exists for a 

spring time phytoplankton bloom, although it may occur at least to some degree. Throughout 

most of the open water season there appears to be very little photosynthetic activity. 

By examining what is known about the oceanography of Hudson Bay it may be 

possible to transfer some of the knowledge about air-sea CO2 fluxes on other Arctic shelves 

to this region. It seems likely that river discharge must play a strong role in carbon cycling in 

Hudson Bay. Following the patterns observed in the Russian Arctic, the estuarine areas of 

the HBCSC are likely supersaturated in pC02. Spring phytoplankton blooms appear to be 

the main cause of pC02 drawdown on other Arctic shelves, but the presence of a spring 

bloom has not been documented in Hudson Bay. If a bloom does occur, the associated 

drawdown of pC02 would likely be short-lived, and could be seen as preconditioning the 

surface waters for the duration of the open water season when biological modification 

appears to be non existent. Based on the lower biological activity and the possibility of 

strong estuarine effects, the existing literature on Hudson Bay and other Arctic shelves seems 

to point to a weak sink of CO2 or perhaps even a net outgassing of CO2 in the region. 
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Chapter 6: Methods I - Field Methodology and Analysis 

6.1 - Study Area and Sampling 

Field data for this study was collected in the Hudson Bay region from September 15 

to October 26 during Leg 2 of the 2005 ArcticNet (http://www.arcticnet-ulaval.ca) expedition 

onboard the icebreaker CCGS Amundsen (Figure 6.1 ). Sea-surface dissolved CO2 

measurements were made at discrete stations in Hudson Bay where the vessel stopped to 

conduct sampling. At each station water was pumped through a hose deployed over the side 

of the vessel at ~2m depth to a custom-built equilibration system (Figure 6.2). The system 

passes water through a membrane contractor (LiquiCel® MiniModule model x50) which 

equilibrates the dissolved gases in the water with an air stream that is looped through the 

device (see Hales et al. [2004]). The equilibrated air stream is passed through a drying agent 

to a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) spectrometer (Li-Cor® model LI-820) which measures 

the dry air CO2 mole fraction (xCO2). The LI-820 was calibrated periodically throughout the 

cruise using CO2 and N2 gas standards and was found to be very stable. Water temperature 

in the equilibration system was monitored using a thermistor temperature probe and 

atmospheric pressure was measured by the LI-820. All variables were sampled every two 

seconds and recorded as one minute averages on a data logger (Campbell Scientific Inc. 

model CR-l0X). The LI-820 was turned on at least 30 minutes prior to operation in order to 

initialize the sensor, and the system was typically deployed for 15 to 30 minutes at each 

station to allow for a stable sample of surface water xCO2 . 

In addition to the dissolved CO2 sampling, traditional rosette hydrocasts were made at 

each station. The rosette was equipped with a conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) sensor 

(Sea-Bird Electronics Inc. model SBE-911 plus) and a chlorophyll fluorometer (Seapoint 

Sensors Inc.). The CTD, in combination with the ship's flow-through thermosalinograph 

(Sea-Bird Electronics Inc. model SBE-45) provided measurements of SST for this study. A 

surface water sample was also collected at each station prior to the ship disturbing the mixed 

layer. From this surface sample, coloured dissolved organic material (CDOM) absorption 

was determined using a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics Inc. model S2000), and 

salinity was determined using a bench-top salinometer (Guildline Autosal model 8400). The 
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CDOM and salinity sampling methodologies are outlined by Granskog, et al. [2007]. 

Typically CDOM is characterized by absorption (a) at a specific wavelength and a decay 

function that models the absorption spectrum across other wavelengths; here a412 is used as a 

reference absorption since this coincides with available satellite retrievals of a, which will be 

important in Chapters 8 and 9. 
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Figure 6.1: Map of study area and sampling locations. The thin line denotes the ship track, 
and the numbers indicate the date (in day of year, 2005) when the ship arrived at that 
location. Stars indicate sites where CO2sw measurements were made in conjunction with 
hydrocasts. Dots indicate sites where only hydrocasts were made. 
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Figure 6.2: The portable CO2sw equilibration device. The right half of the dry box contains 
the equilibration chamber, and the left half contains the gas analyzer and logger. 

Instrument 
(Manufacturer Variable Label 

/Model 
RM Young wind Horizontal wind 
monitor (model speed and direction 
l5106 MA) 
Vaisala RH/Temp Temperature and 2 
probe (model relative humidity 
HMP45C212 
Eppley Incoming 3 
pyranometer shortwave radiation 
(model PSP) 
Eppley Incoming longwave 4 
pyrgeometer radiation 
(model PTR) 
Ll-COR Gas C02 and H20 5 
Analyzer (model concentration 
LI-7500) 
Campbell 3-dimensional wind 6 
Scientific sonic vector (x,y,z) and 
anemometer sonic temperature 
(model CSA T3) 
BEl Systron JO acceleration and 7 
Donner Motion angular rate (x,y,z) 
Pak (Model MP- of tower 
GCCCQBBB-100) 

Figure 6.3: Experimental set up of meteorological tower on the front deck of the Amundsen. 

6.2 - Atmospheric Observations 

A meteorological tower was deployed on the foredeck of the Amundsen to monitor 

atmospheric variables relevant to air-sea gas exchange (Figure 6.3). Sensors on the tower 

measured horizontal wind speed and direction at a nominal height of 14.6m above the sea 

surface using a conventional propeller anemometer (RM Young Co. model 15106MA). 
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Temperature and relative humidity was measured using a RH/Temperature probe (Vaisala 

model HMP45C212) housed in a vented sunshield. Incoming shortwave and longwave 

radiation was measured using a pyranometer and a pyrgeometer (Eppley Laboratory, Inc. 

models PSP and PIR, respectively). Data from these instruments was measured every second 

and recorded as one-minute averages on a data logger (Campbell Scientific Inc. model CR-

1 OX). The tower also employed an open-path NDIR gas analyzer (Li-Cor® model LI-7500) 

which was installed 12.2 m above the sea surface and output atmospheric xC02 and xH20 

measurements at 10 Hz to a data logger (Campbell Scientific Inc. model CR-23X). 

Wind speed was corrected to height of 10m using the NOAA/COARE v3.0 algorithm 

[Fairall, et al., 2003]. The algorithm was used to compute the stability parameters L 

(Monin-Obukhov length), u* (friction velocity) and 2 0 (roughness length) based on input of 

wind speed, air temperature, humidity and radiation (from the meteorological tower) and SST 

(from either CTD casts or the thermosalinograph). These stability parameters were used to 

modify the log-linear wind speed profile and estimate wind at 10m following Stull [1988] 

(see appendix A.I). The NOAA/COARE algorithm was also used to estimate the skin 

surface temperature ( i:~ ) . 

6.3 - f C02 Calculations 

For this study, fugacity of CO2 (/CO2) measurements were used. As discussed in 

chapter 3, JC02 is the partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) corrected for the non-ideal behavior of 

the gas [Weiss, 197 4]. For practical applications, f CO2 ~ pC02 ( ~ 1 % difference for the range 

of concentrations and temperatures typically observed), but this approach is adopted for 

scientific rigor, as per the discussion in section 3.4.5 (see also McGillis and Wanninkhof 

[2006]). f CO2sw was derived from pC02sw which was calculated using the xC02 output 

from the gas analyzer following DOE [1994]: 

[6.1] 

where pC02eq is the partial pressure of CO2 in the equilibration chamber, P is the 

atmospheric pressure, pH20 is the saturation vapor pressure of air in the equilibration 

chamber (see appendix A.2), and xCO2eq is the dry air mixing ratio in the equilibrator. A 
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further correction to convert pCO2eq to pCO2sw (i.e. in situ pCO2) is usually required to 

account for the thermodynamic effect of warming or cooling the sample as it flows through 

the equilibration system [Takahashi, et al. , 1993]. However, the device used in this study 

does not significantly modify water temperature from in situ conditions due to the short 

circulation time in comparison to other systems (cf. Bates, et al., [1998] ). 

To properly account for the cool-skin effects, the pCO2sw value was adjusted to the 

pCO2 value the base of the mass diffusive layer ( pCO2;;, as per section 3.4.4) by estimating 

the temperature at the mass boundary layer ( i::b) from the cool-skin temperature, and from 

the Schmidt number for C02 and the Prandtl number (equation 3.18). pCO2;; was then 

converted to /CO/;:, by applying the fugacity coefficient calculated at i::b. 

The mixing ratio measurements for the atmosphere (xC02air) were converted to f C02air 

measurements for use in the flux calculation (see below) following a similar methodology. 

Equation 6.1 was used again, this time with the skin surface temperature ( as output by the 

NOAA/COARE algorithm) to calculate pH2O. The conversion to /C02air was then carried 

out by calculating the fugacity coefficient at I:~ . 

6.4 - Flux Calculations 

Flux calculations for this study were computed following equation 3.20, which 

approximates the cool-skin effects discussed in chapter 3 (restated here as equation 6.2): 

F = ko (Sbm +comb e0.0423(t.T) _ S O l'CQ ) 
C02 C02 J' 2sw C02 J' 2atm [6.2] 

where S~~ and Sc~ are solubility calculated at the base of the mass boundary layer and at 
2 2 

the skin respectively; k0 is the gas transfer velocity calculated for a Schmidt number at the 

surface skin; and ~T=Ts:b -Tsw which is estimated using equation 3.18. 

The largest uncertainty in fluxes calculated using this approach is of course in 

selecting a parameterization for k. This study primarily uses the Sweeny, et al. [2007] (S07) 

parameterization which is based on global inventories of bomb- 14C, and is essentially an 

update of the methodology used by Wanninkho/[1992]. This parameterization coincides 

well with direct measurements of k at low to moderate wind speeds [ McGill is, et al., 2001 b] 
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and at high wind speed [Ho, et al., 2006], and is not as likely to be as biased to location-

dependant variables as other direct measurement studies (i.e. Wanninkhof and McGillis, 

[1999], Nightingale, et al. [2000]). However, since there is no consensus on which 

parameterization to use, other parameterizations were also utilized as an estimate of the range 

of uncertainty ink. To this end, the Wanninkhof and McGillis [1999] (WM99) 

parameterization was used as an upper bound on k estimates at high wind speed, while 

Nightingale, et al. [2000] (N00) formulation was used as a lower bound (for equations for all 

parameterizations, see Figure 3.2). By using this approach with site-specific /C02atrn, 

/C02sw, SST, SAL, and U1om measurements, the instantaneous flux of C02 was estimated for 

each location sampled in Hudson Bay. 
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Chapter 7: Results/Discussion I - Observation and Analysis from Ship-Based 
Measurements 

7 .1 - Results 

7.1.1 - f C02sw distributions 

Figure 7 .1 shows the observed distribution off CO2sw ( scaled to the base of the mass 

diffusive layer). A minimum value of 259µatm was observed in Hudson Strait, while a 

maximum value of 425 µatm was observed near the mouth of James Bay. In general, higher 

/CO2sw values were observed near the coast, with particularly high values along the southeast 

shoreline. The measurements made off-shore and those along Foxe Channel and northern 

Hudson Bay showed considerably lower /CO2sw, corresponding perhaps to the different 

water masses present in the bay. As discussed in chapter 5, Prinsenberg [1986c] found that 

marine water tends to be imported into Hudson Bay from Foxe Basin where it then circulates 

counter-clockwise through the bay. Freshwater from river runoff tends to be concentrated 

along the southern coast, especially near the outlet of James Bay [ Granskog, et al., 2007]. 

These observations off CO2sw indicate that the marine off-shore waters of Hudson Bay have 

lower amounts of dissolved CO2, while the river-influenced waters have high amounts of 

dissolved CO2. This general pattern is in agreement with observations made on other mid 

and high-latitude shelf seas with strong river influence ( e.g. Thomas, et al. [2004 ]). The 

relationship between /CO2 and river runoff is examined in detail in section 7.2.1. 
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Figure 7.1 - Observed distribution of f Co 2;; in Hudson Bay. 
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7.1. 2 - Atmospheric conditions 

Figure 7 .2 shows the 1 Orn wind speeds observed during the experiment. The average 

wind speed during the cruise was 7. 8 ms- 1 and ranged from 1 to 16 ms-1
• This corresponds 

well to scatterometer-derived wind climatologies for Hudson Bay, and for comparison is 

lower than the North Atlantic in the fall season (mean of ~11 ms-1
) [Young, 1999]. It should 

be noted that on several instances the ship took shelter in protected bays in order to avoid 

stormy weather conditions; therefore Figure 7.2 is likely biased towards low wind values, 

and should not be taken as representative of conditions throughout Hudson Bay for the study 

period. Nevertheless, Figure 7.2 shows that on several occasions winds in excess of 10 ms-1 

were sustained for significant periods of time. This is an important threshold for two 

reasons; first because at high wind speeds gas transfer becomes increasingly significant, and 

second because at this point the various parameterizations of transfer velocity (k) begin to 

diverge [Wanninkhof and McGillis, 1999] (see Figure 3.2). 

Atmospheric C02 (xC02atm) observations for the cruise are illustrated in Figure 7.3. 

For most of the experiment observations varied within ~5-10 ppm of the mean value (367 

ppm) which corresponds well to the expected present-day global mean atmospheric C02 

level [Keeling and Whorl, 2005]. Occasional strong departures from the mean value were 

observed (a minimum value of ~325 ppm near the mouth of James Bay and high values of 

~400 ppm and ~440 ppm off the southwest coast of Hudson Bay). These variations in 

atmospheric C02 concentration likely reflect regional and synoptic controls on the 

characteristics of the prevailing air mass [Wang, et al., 2007a]. 
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Figure 7.2: Observed wind conditions from the micro-meteorology tower: (a) shows the 
frequency distribution of wind speeds, (b) shows a time-series of hourly averaged wind speed 
(use day of year labels on Figure 1 to determine ship location). 
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Figure 7.3: Observed atmospheric xC02 values during the cruise (use day of year labels on 
Figure 6.1 to determine ship location). The data is choppy due to atmospheric conditions and 
from removing instances where wind is blowing from the stem of the ship. The dashed line 
shows the average xC02atm value (367ppm). 
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7.1. 3 - Calculated fluxes 

Figure 7.4 shows observations of the air-sea JC02 gradient (fl./CO2) using the 

station-average /CO2atm and /Co2;:. The pattern follows the expected distribution from 

Figure 7.1, with undersaturation of surface waters for the off-shore samples, and 

supersaturation along the coastal regions. The strongest undersaturation was located near the 

center of Hudson Bay (-96.7µatm) and was associated with a relatively low JC02sw sample 

(339.5µatm, Figure 7.1) and one of the highxCO2atm observations (436.3ppm, Figure 7.3). 

The surface waters of northern Hudson Bay were found to be significantly undersaturated as 

a result of low / CO2sw values (Figure 7 .1) and xCO2atm near the mean value. The highest 

supersaturations were observed near the mouth of James Bay, and along the southeast coast 

of Hudson Bay. These observations were the result of high f CO2sw values and near-mean 

xCO2air values. Observations on the south west coast near the outflow of the Nelson and 

Churchill rivers also showed supersaturation, further supporting the possibility that river 

discharge may be affecting the carbon regime in Hudson Bay [ Granskog, et al., 2007]. 
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Figure 7.4: Observed instantaneous air-sea JC02 gradient (fl./CO2). Dark columns indicate 
positive fl./CO2 and white columns indicate negative fl./CO2. 

The computed instantaneous fluxes of CO2 based on the fl./CO2 values and calculated 

values of solubility and transfer velocity (from Wanninkho/[1992]) are shown in Figure 7.5. 

Outgassing of CO2 was observed in the river-influenced regions of southern Hudson Bay, 

while absorption of CO2 was observed towards the center of the Bay and along the northern 
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channels. The importance of wind speed, and hence transfer velocity is very apparent in 

Figure 7.5. The transect along the mouth of James Bay showed the highest observed 

evasions of CO2 near the western coast, despite the sites on the western shore being less 

strongly supersaturated (Figure 7 .4). This pattern is a result of relatively low wind speeds 

encountered at the east end of the transect when compared to the west end. The highest 

observed absorptions of CO2 were in n01ihern Hudson Bay, where strongly undersaturated 

waters were combined with high wind speeds. The range of solutions based on the different 

parameterizations of k are shown as error bars in Figure 7.5. This approach allows for the 

identification of the range within which the trne flux of CO2 likely falls. 
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7 .2 - Discussion 

7.2.1 - Possible freshwater influences on JC02sw distributions 

The extent of river influence on the oceanography of the HBCSC is evident from the 

distribution of salinity (Figure 7.6a). Freshwater outflow from the Nelson, Churchill, Severn 

and Winisk rivers produces a band of low salinity that closely follows the southern coast 

[ Prinsenberg, 1986c; Granskog, et al., 2007]. The lowest salinities were observed near 

James Bay, where the influence of freshwater has a particularly large extent; in this case 

extending well out into the bay along the southeast coast. River discharge also has an 

influence on SST by stratifying the surface water, allowing for heating by solar radiation 

without mixing with cooler waters at depth [Prinsenberg, 1986c]. As a result, the pattern of 

SST in Hudson Bay largely follows the salinity pattern with higher temperatures along the 

southern coasts, particularly near James Bay (Figure 7.6b). 
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Figure 7.6: (a) Distribution of surface salinity in PSU as determined from CTD casts, (b) 
distribution of sea surface temperature in °c as determined from CTD casts. The open dots 
are sampling locations (see Figure 6.1 ). 

River discharge may be affecting f C02sw through several different mechanisms. In 

nearly all estuaries studied to date, the result of river influx is supersaturation of JC02sw 

[Frankignoulle, et al., 1998; Ray,nond, et al., 2000; Borges, et al., 2005]. Generally, this is 

thought be a result of estuaries acting as net heterotrophic systems (respiration exceeds 

primary production), although studies confirming this hypothesis are sparse [Raymond, et al., 
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2000]. According to this theory, an abundance of labile organic carbon of allochthonous 

origin provides a constant source for bacterial respiration [Smith and Hollibaugh, 1993; 

Raymond, et al., 2000], which in tum outstrips production that may be light-limited due to 

high turbidity [Cloern, 1987]. Other possible controls that may contribute to supersaturation 

of estuaries include lowered pH from soil loading [Sarma, et al., 2001], photomineralization 

of CDOM [Johannessen and Miller, 2001] and contribution of high /CO2sw water from 

upstream [Raymond, et al., 2000]. SST also has a direct thermodynamic effect on /CO2sw of 

0.0423°c-1 (see section 2.3.1, equation 2.5) which provides another avenue for the 

modification of/ CO2sw by river discharge. 

To explore the relationships between /CO2sw and river signals, a correlation matrix 

was created (Table 7.1). JC02sw and salinity exhibit a strong negative correlation (-0.79), 

while JC02sw and SST exhibit a strong positive correlation (0.89), confirming the JC02sw 

/freshwater relationships apparent in Figures 7 .1 and 7 .6. Table 7 .1 also shows that /CO2sw 

is strongly positively correlated with CDOM (0.67). Granskog, et al. [2007] found that 

CDOM in Hudson Bay is largely related to terrestrial input, and can therefore be used as a 

proxy for terrigenous carbon input. Rivers entering Hudson Bay have been shown to be 

significant sources of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and particulate organic carbon (POC), 

which would create a source of organic material for respiration [Maybeck, 1982; Hudon, et 

al., 1996; Granskog, et al., 2007]. Primary production in the near shore zone is likely limited 

by low nutrient concentrations in the rivers [Hudon, et al., 1996] and low light availability 

due to an abundance CDOM [Granskog, et al., 2007]. Despite these limitations, Anderson 

and Roff [1980] found the coastal waters of Hudson Bay to be higher in Chia than offshore 

waters (likely a result of nutrient supply from coastal resuspension, see Figure 5.8), which 

explains the weak positive correlation (0.29) between Chia and JC02sw• Based on these 

observations, and the multitude of previous studies that identify estuaries as sources of CO2, 

it is likely that river discharge is a driving force for the observed supersaturation of JC02sw 

along coastal Hudson Bay. 
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Table 7.1: Pearson's r correlation coefficients for hydrocast//CO2 variables (n=56). All 
values are significant to the 99% confidence interval, except those shaded in grey which are 
significant at the 95% interval. ,-----------.--------.------.--------.------~ 

/CO2sw SST Chla Salinity 

JC02sw 1 
SST - 0.89 1 
Chl a 0.35 1 

Salinity -0.88 1 
CDOM (a412) 0.73 -0.92 1 

In the marine environment away from the estuaries there is an observed oceanic 

uptake of atmospheric CO2 (Figures 7.1 & 7.4). These undersaturations might be caused by 

the thermodynamic effect of cooler water, or may be a relict of oceanic processes that have 

depleted /CO2sw in the source water regions to the north. Either scenario is plausible; 

seasonal undersaturations have been observed in the high-latitude oligotrophic North Pacific 

[Chierici, et al., 2006], and the low /CO2sw values in Foxe Channel and Hudson Strait 

(Figure 7 .1) suggest that water flowing into Hudson Bay is undersaturated. Another 

possibility is that effects of melting sea ice on / CO2sw are more pronounced in these regions, 

where ice melt contributes a more significant fraction of the freshwater budget [ Granskog, et 

al., 2007]. Ice melt should dilute the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and 

alkalinity which would in tum lower f CO2sw• Furthermore, the freshwater input from sea ice 

should be colder than riverine input, which would keep /CO2sw low due to thermodynamic 

effects. 

7.2.2 - Estimation of air-sea carbon flux budget for the study period 

The calculation and interpretation of instantaneous CO2 fluxes (Figure 7.5) from 

short-term cruises can provide a process-level understanding of hourly trends and patterns, 

but reveals little about the overall source-sink status of the region. Atmospheric conditions 

(wind, /CO2atm) change rapidly (on time scales of minutes to days), but the oceanic 

conditions (SST, salinity, /CO2sw) change much more slowly (on time scales of weeks to 

months). In this section, the conditions of slow oceanic change are exploited to extend the 

observations temporally and spatially in order to compute a rough estimate of long-term 

fluxes of CO2 for October, 2005 (the time period when most of the observations were made). 
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This estimate will be improved upon in Chapters 8 and 9 by using a remote sensing 

approach. 

The estimate of open-water flux was limited to Hudson Bay proper, due to a lack of 

data from Hudson Strait, Ungava Bay, Foxe Basin and James Bay. To create the estimate, 

surface observations of salinity and SST from CTD casts were extrapolated onto a 5 km grid 

(see Figure 7.6) and used to calculate solubility and Schmidt number. NCEP reanalysis wind 

observations (see Ka/nay, et al. [1996]) averaged for the month of October and scaled to 10m 

assuming neutral conditions (Figure 7. 7) were also interpolated onto the grid. An expression 

for the Sweeny, et al. [2007] parameterization for long-term winds was determined to be 

k = 0.3 lU~omav using their values for average global k and U1om and following the approach of 

Wanninkhof[l992]. This parameterization was used with the NCEP U 1om values to calculate 

mean gas transfer velocities for the region. /CO2sw observations were extrapolated spatially 

using the SST grid and a regression relationship between JC02sw and SST (JCO2sw= 14.9 

(SST) +276.9, r2=0.88, Figure 7.8a; /C02sw was not extrapolated independently due to a 

lack of observations in some regions). The mean atmospheric xC02 value (367 ppm, Figure 

7.3) was used with the extrapolated measurements of SST to calculate the partial pressure of 

atmospheric CO2 (see appendix A.2), assuming a mean sea level pressure of 1 atm. 

Combining these products, fluxes of C02 were calculated for Hudson Bay for October 

(Figure 7.8b ). Spatially averaging the fluxes yielded an integrated flux of -1.6 mmol m-2 dai 
1

; indicating that the region acted as a modest sink of CO2 during the sampling period. By 

multiplying this value by the spatial extent of Hudson Bay (7.32 x 105 km2
) and multiplying 

by the 31 days of October, an estimated absorption of -0.5 TgC occurred over this time 

period. It is important to note that James Bay (6.75 x 104 km2
) likely contributed a strong 

source of CO2, but was probably offset to a degree by a strong sink in Hudson Strait (1.31 x 

105 km2
) (see Figure 7.4). 
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Figure 7.7: Mean wind speed for October, 2005 in ms-1; obtained from the NCEP/NCAR 
reanalysis data. 
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Figure 7.8: (a) Calculated open-water /CO2sw distribution in µatm, (b) estimated flux of CO2 
in mmol m-2 day-1

• The open dots are sampling locations (see Figure 6.1 ). 

As Table 5.1 shows, this rate of absorption is considerably lower than on most Arctic 

shelves. If the value of -1.6 mmol m-2 daf 1 is assumed to be consistent over the three month 

open water season, comparable seasonal estimates on the Chukchi Sea (-10.0 mmol m-2 daf 

1
) , the Beaufort Sea (-10.0 mmol m-2 dal ) and the Barents Sea (-9.5 mmol m-2 daf1

) are 

considerably higher. The only shelves with comparable seasonal fluxes would be the Laptev 
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Sea (-2.1 mmol m-2 dai1
) and the East Siberian Sea (0.3 mmol m-2 dai1

), which are both 

strongly influenced by outflow from the Eurasian rivers [Nitishinsky, et al., 2007]. The weak 

sink of C02 in Hudson Bay is quite possibly a result of the influence of river discharge, and 

thus the region may share many of the same characteristics of the Laptev and East Siberian 

Seas. It is also important to consider that many of the seasonal averages listed in Table 5.1 

are strongly weighted by early season biological drawdown of C02 ( e.g. Bates [2006]). By 

not accounting for this possible effect in Hudson Bay, comparisons to the studies which 

include the spring season are not necessarily appropriate. 

7.4 - Summary 

This chapter has illustrated a strong dichotomy between undersaturation of/ C02sw in 

the marine-influenced waters on the continental shelf of Hudson Bay, and supersaturation of 

/C02sw in the coastal, riverine-influenced waters of southern Hudson Bay and James Bay. 

This difference points to a possible combination of thermodynamic effects and oxidation of 

riverine carbon resulting in outgassing of C0 2 along the coast. The broad pattern matches 

well with past studies of high-latitude coastal systems, but is anomalous in that the extent of 

freshwater influence ( and hence the extent of ocean acting as a source of C02) is quite 

significant, and the biological draw down of / C02sw appears to be lower than expected for 

Arctic shelves. The contribution of the large C02 source area and depressed photosynthetic 

activity make the region a weaker sink than expected during the month of October. This 

estimate could be improved by a better interpolation scheme for f C02sw and by a more 

rigorous estimation of transfer velocity ( e.g. Wann inkhof, et al. [2002]); these improvements 

are the impetus for the following chapters investigating the use of remote sensing 

measurements. 
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Chapter 8: Methods II - Remote Sensing Methodology and Analysis 

8.1 - Rationale for a Remote Sensing Approach 

By using field data, and by a rough "back of the envelope" calculation, the previous 

chapter showed that Hudson Bay acts as a modest sink of C02 during the month of October. 

However, the timing of the sampling program (i.e. in the middle of the August-November 

open water season) suggests that these results could be extended in order to estimate the role 

of Hudson Bay as a source or sink of C02 throughout the ice-free season. The previous 

chapter also identified several potential controlling factors on the distribution of /C02sw, 

namely thermodynamic controls through SST, the potential contribution of riverine carbon, 

and contributions from sea ice melt. Biological activity appears not to be a contributing 

factor due to the oligotrophic nature of Hudson Bay during this time period [Anderson and 

Roff, 1980]. 

The obvious problem with deriving a flux estimate for the open water season is that 

the processes that perturb f C02sw may change through the season, thereby biasing any 

estimate to the time of sampling. However, several lines of evidence suggest that such an 

estimate may not be completely inappropriate. First, the melting of sea ice that marks the 

beginning of the open water season rapidly stratifies the surface water [Prinsenberg, 1986c ], 

which has the effect of limiting nutrient supply and phytoplankton growth. In the same vein, 

further modifications to f C02sw due to sea ice melt would not occur once the ice cover is 

completely ablated by the end of July (see Figure 5.5). Finally, river discharge during the 

August-October season is fairly consistent, with peak discharge occurring in early June 

[Dery, et al., 2005] (see Figure 5.4). This supports the possibility that the supply of 

terrestrial material driving higher near-shore JC02sw is also fairly constant through the open 

water season. The only variable that is likely to change is SST which has been shown to cool 

from peak temperatures in August as solar radiation decreases ( e.g. Gagnon and Gough 

[2005]). 

The end goal of this analysis was to calculate a flux of C02 in Hudson Bay using 

satellite acquired remote sensing data. The analysis was limited spatially to Hudson Bay, 

since that is where the majority of the field data was collected, and temporally to the three 
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month open water season (August-October) . The temporal constraint is imposed for practical 

reasons (the development of an ice cover makes satellite retrievals of SST and wind speed 

impossible) and because most oceanographic processes (with the exception of SST) are 

expected to remain fairly constant over this time period. Because SST does change, the goal 

was to create monthly flux estimates in order to examine how the system evolves through the 

season. 

8.2 - Remote Sensing Data 

8.2.1 - MODIS Aqua imagery 

Level 1 MODIS Aqua imagery from August I-October 31, 2005 was obtained from 

the NASA OceanColor homepage (http: //oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/) and was processed to 

Level 3 spatially binned files using the SeaDAS software package. The software package 

performs atmospheric correction following the approach of Gordon and Voss [1999] (section 

4.3.3), and calculates SST following Brown and Minnett [1999] (section 4.3.2). From the 

atmospherically corrected data, the bio-optical algorithms included in SeaDAS were used to 

calculate chla concentrations and the diffuse attenuation coefficient at 490 nm [ 0' Reilly, et 

al., 2000] along with a host of estimates of absorption due to CDOM at 412nm (a412): total 

absorption and absorption due to CDOM and detrital material following the Garver-Siegel

Maritorena (GSM) model described by Maritorena et al. [2002] (a412 GSM, and adg412 GSM 

respectively); total absorption and absorption due to CDOM and detrital material following 

quasi-analytical algorithm (QAA) of Lee et al. [2005] (a4 12 QAA, and adg412 QAA respectively); 

and total absorption and absorption due to CDOM and detrital material following Carder et 

al.[1999] (a412 cAR, and adg41 2cAR respectively). In all cases where bio-optical algorithms 

were used, special care was taken to ensure that cloudy pixels or pixels with dubious 

atmospheric correction were masked out. From each image, single-pixel samples were 

spatially and temporally collocated with the field sites to extract the satellite-derived 

geophysical data most closely coinciding with the field data (to a maximum temporal 

displacement of 1 week). Monthly averages of each geophysical parameter were also created 

by temporally binning the Level 3 images using the SeaDAS software. 
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8.2.2 - QuikSCAT/Sea Winds imagery 

Level 3 twice-daily observations of ocean wind vectors derived from the Sea Winds 

scatterometer onboard the QuikSCAT satellite were downloaded from the NASA Physical 

Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (PO.DAAC) website 

(http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/) for the period August 1 - October 31, 2005. Since the images 

were provided at 0.25° on mapped grids, they were resampled and reprojected to match the 

4km resolution of the MOD IS imagery. Before performing these transformations, an 

algorithm was created to eliminate any pixels flagged as potentially contaminated by rain or 

pixels with anomalously high wind speed values, and a linear interpolation scheme was used 

to fill small gaps in the images. 

8.3 - Remote Sensing Techniques 

8.3.1 - In situ SST-pC02 algorithm development 

Since SST is so widely used in extrapolations of pC02sw (see section 4.2.2), the 

possibility of using only SST to predict pC0 2sw in Hudson Bay was explored first6
. To 

achieve this, a simple univariate regression was conducted using the in situ measurements of 

SST (SS Tin situ) as an independent variable to predict pC02sw· In order to compare the results 

of this regression with a multivariate regression using other parameters (see the following 

section) the data set was limited to instances where all parameters in Table 7.1 were collected 

coincidently (n= 43 , Figure 8.1 ). 

The regression was performed with the S-PLUS® statistical package, which uses an 

ordinary least squares method to compute the best fit. For the SST-pCO2sw regression, the 

following relationship was derived, and determined to be statistically significant at a 

confidence level of greater than 99%: 

pC02sw = 14.9(±0.8) SSTinsitu + 276.9(±4.4), r 2 = 0.89, RMS = ±13µatm [8.1] 

Empirically, the root mean square error (RMS) of ±13µatm and the r2 of 0.89 show 

that the algorithm is performing very well. In fact, the values are comparable with other 

6 Note that in this sectionpCO2sw is used for extrapolation instead of /CO2sw• This is so that equation 3.20 can 
be used to calculate fluxes while properly accounting for the cool skin effect. The cool skin corrections and 
conversion to /CO2sw are discussed in section 6.2.7. 
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studies that have related SST to p CO2sw in open ocean situations: Stephens, et al. [1995] 

reported RMS values of ±13-48~tatm in the North Pacific; Hood, et al. [1999] reported RMS 

values of ±7 - lOµatm and r2 values of 0.78-0.96 in the Greenland Sea; Nelson, et al. [2001] 

reported RMS values of ±4.4-14.2µatm and r2 values of 0.56-0.89 in the Sargasso Sea; and 

Olsen, et al. [2004b] reported RMS values of ±5.7 - 7.6µatm and r2 values of 0.79-0.87 in the 

Caribbean Sea. These results indicate that SST alone could be used to provide reliable 

extrapolations of pCO2sw• 

8.3.2 - In situ multivariate algorithm development 

Table 7.1 shows that a412 cooM, chla and salinity are also correlated with pC02sw, and 

therefore may be useful for extrapolations of pC02sw• Of these three variables, a412 cooM and 

chla can be observed via satellite using ocean colour sensors. To assess whether ocean colour 

products may have utility in improving extrapolations of pC02sw over Hudson Bay, the in 

situ measurements of a412 cooM and chla were used along with SST as independent variables 

in a multivariate regression to predict pCO2sw- The regression was carried out in a stepwise 

fashion, in which all three independent variables were first regressed against pC02sw• As a 

result of this stepwise approach, chl0 was removed as a predictor because its regression 

coefficient was not significantly different than zero at a high enough confidence interval. In 

the final regression, a412 cooM and SST were both retained as significant predictors (p-values 

of 0.01 and< 0.01 respectively) creating the relationship: 

pC02sw =12.8(±1.1) SSTin situ +19.5( ±7.7)a4 !2CDOM + 281.6(±4.3), r 2 =0.90, RMS=±l2µatm [8.2] 

Equation 8.2 appears to be a slight improvement over equation 8.1, with an RMS of 

~ lµatm lower, and a marginally higher / . An F-test test to determine whether equation 8.2 

explained significantly more variation in p CO2sw than equation 8.1 confirmed that equation 

8.2 is a statistically significant improvement (p-value = 0.01). However, whether or not 

equation 8.2 is actually a practical improvement upon equation 8.1 depends on the ability of 

remote sensing products to adequately measure a412 co0M· 
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8.3.3 -Applicability of in situ algorithms to rem,ote sensing data 

In order to directly apply equations 8.1 or 8.2 to remotely sensed observations there 

should be no systematic bias between in situ and remotely sensed data [Olsen, et al., 2004b], 

and random error should be low. To assess whether this is the case, bi-variate scatter plots of 

in situ a412 cooM vs. the various absorption algorithms (Figure 8.1) and of SS Tin situ vs. 

remotely sensed SST (SSTRs) (Figure 8.2) were created from the collocated MODIS pixels. 

Due to frequent cloud cover, instances of collocated retrievals tended to be sparse, but were 

sufficient to reveal the important trends. 

Figure 8.1 clearly shows that all of the satellite algorithms for a412 cooM perform 

poorly. There is a great deal of random noise, and in most cases some systematic bias. If the 

random noise was less pronounced, it may be possible to create a pC02sw algorithm directly 

from the satellite retrievals of a412 cooM (thus accounting for the bias), but the plots show a 

tendency for error to increase as CDOM concentrations increase. This pattern is not 

surprising, because increasing CDOM concentrations equate to increasing optical 

complexity. Although the algorithms used in this study are specifically designed for Case 2 

waters, the atmospheric correction algoritlun used by the SeaDAS software is optimized for 

Case I waters [Gordon and Voss, 1999], and thus may pass erroneous data to the bio-optical 

algorithms. Furthermore, it has been suggested that even algorithms designed for Case 2 

waters may need significant tuning to regional conditions before they can be used with 

confidence [Darecki and Stramski, 2004]. These poor results, coupled with only a marginal 

improvement over a SST only relationship make equation 8.2 impractical for operational use. 
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of collocated remote sensing observations of SST with in situ 
observations of SST. 

In contrast, Figure 8.2 shows that remotely sensed retrievals of SST have very low 

random error, and only a slight systematic bias of about +0.3°C. The over-estimation of SST 

is somewhat surprising since most validation studies for MODIS have revealed a slight 

underestimation [Minnett, et al., 2002] , however these studies tend to be biased towards 
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warmer waters. Olsen et al. [2004b] highlighted the potential error that could be introduced 

if small biases in SST RS were ignored, and suggested using SST RS for the creation of 

pCO2sw-SST relationships instead of SS Tin situ• For this study, the number of instances where 

SST RS retrievals were collocated with pC02sw measurements was low (n=l 7), so instead the 

bias (0.3°C) was added to SSTin situ and equation 8.1 was recalculated. The result is a slightly 

modified relationship that can be used for the extrapolation of pCO2sw: 

pC02sw = 14.9(±0.8) SSTRS + 273.4(±4.4) r 2 = 0.89, RMS = ±13µatm [8.3] 

8. 3.4 - Calculation of k 

The QuikSCAT wind retrievals were used for the calculation of transfer velocity (k), 

which is usually estimated from wind speed using parameterizations that take the form: 

k = cub (Sc I 660)-112 
IOm [8.4] 

where U 1om is the wind speed at 10 meters, Sc is the Schmidt number (a function of SST, see 

Jahne et al. [1987a]), and the coefficients c and bare empirically derived (see Figure 3.2). 

These equations are often presented in two forms; one that calculates instantaneous k 

for short-term winds ( e.g. observed on a ship, as in section 7.1.3), and one that calculates 

average k (kave) for long-term winds ( e.g. monthly, as used in section 7.2.2). To calculate 

kave, an average wind speed (U 10m ave) is calculated, and the coefficient c must change to 

reflect the distribution of the wind speed over the averaging period (thus accounting for the 

nonlinear relationship between U 10111 and le). Usually a Rayleigh distribution of wind speeds 

is assumed in order derive the new c coefficient [Wanninkhof, 1992; Wanninkhof and 

McGillis, 1999], but this creates bias when regional wind distributions are non-Rayleigh. To 

avoid this problem, Wanninkhof et al. [2002] and Olsen et al. [2005] suggest computing the 

average of U~om and using the instantaneous c coefficient: 

k =c iom _c 1:Ub ( S J-112 
ave n 660 

[8.5] 
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This is useful when high frequency observations of wind speed are available, as is the 

case in this study with the twice-daily QuikSCAT observations. Therefore, this approach 

was used with the Sweeney et al. [2007] parameterization (c=0.27, b=2) to calculate kave for 

each month. To constrain some of the uncertainty inherent in k parameterizations, the 

Wanninkhof and McGillis [1999] and the Nightingale et al. [2000] parameterizations were 

once again used as upper and lower bounds (respectively) on estimates of kave• 

8. 3. 5 - Calculation of solubility 

Calculation of solubility requires measurements of SST and salinity (Weiss, [1974], 

see appendix A.4). For the creation of monthly solubility maps SST is easily obtainable from 

the MODIS imagery, but salinity distributions are more difficult to obtain. This is usually 

not a problem in the open ocean where salinity does not vary significantly, but in Hudson 

Bay salinity values cover a range from ~20-32 PSU. As Table 7.1 shows, salinity is highly 

correlated with SST, allowing us to address this problem with a SST-salinity relationship 

similar to equation 8.3 (including the remote sensing bias) for extrapolation of salinity: 

SAL= -0.86(±0.07) SSTRs + 33 .4(±0.4) r2 = 0.76, RMS = ±1 PSU [8.6] 

This relationship was used to create monthly maps of surface salinity, which were combined 

with the monthly SST images to calculate solubility. 

8.3.6 - Calculation of pC02air 

To calculate pC02air, the average mixing ratio of C02 measured during the field 

survey was used (xCO2 = 367ppm). This value was converted to a partial pressure following 

appendix A.2 ( see also chapter 6): 

[8.7] 

where P is the atmospheric pressure, and p H2 0 is the partial pressure of water vapour ( a 

function of SST and salinity). The monthly salinity maps and the SST imagery were used to 

calculate pH20 following Weiss and Price [1980], and a mean atmospheric pressure of 

101.325 kPa was adopted for P, allowing for the creation of monthly maps of pC02air• 



8.3. 7 - Calculation of fluxes 

To calculate monthly fluxes of CO2, equation 3.20 was used, restated here for 

convenience as equation 8.8: 

F = ko (f(g)mb s mb co e0.0423(r;:~d -T,w ) -f(g)o so pCO . ) 
C02 C02 P 2sw C02 2a1r [8.8] 
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In order to use this equation operationally, measurements of Tsw, i:~, pC02sw, and 

pC02air were required. The derivations of pC02sw and pCO2air have been discussed in 

previous sections, but the Tsw and i:~v terms require further disambiguation. It is commonly 

assumed that SST RS is analogous to T,.~v , since the skin surface temperature determines the 

brightness temperature received by the satellite sensor. However, because the algorithms that 

calibrate the sensor are empirical and are largely based on measurements of Tsw, SSTRs is 

actually analogous to Tsw [Donlon, et al., 2002; Robinson, 2004] (see section 4.3.2). 

Therefore, the MODIS SST imagery was used as Tsw, and the cool skin temperature was 

estimated using the Donlon et al. [2002] parameterization: 

(T 0 -T )=-0.14-0.30e-u 137 

SW SW 
[8.9] 

where U is the windspeed in ms- 1
, which for the purposes of this study is derived from the 

QuikSCAT products. 

By combining all of the products derived in sections 8.2.1-8.2.6 with equation 8.8, 

monthly fluxes from August-October 2005 were calculated for Hudson Bay. The image 

pixels were then integrated in order to determine the role of Hudson Bay as a source or sink 

of CO2 for each month, and for the season as a whole. 
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Chapter 9: Results/Discussion II - Observation and Analysis from Remote Sensing 
Measurements 

9.1 - Results 

9.1.1 - Sea surface temperature 

The monthly maps of MODIS SST are shown in Figure 9.1. There was a clear 

decrease in SST throughout the open water season, with peak temperatures over 10°C in 

August decreasing to below 5°C by October. Several interesting patterns are apparent in the 

distribution of SST. In August, there is a noticeable "hole" in the center of the bay where 

temperatures are cooler. Figure 5 .5 shows that this is the location where a remnant sea ice 

cover remained until late in July, probably blocking solar heating of the underlying water. 

Another key feature is the cool tongue of water located in the northwest of all images, which 

corresponds to the inflow of cold Arctic marine water from Foxe Basin [Prinsenberg, 

1986a]. There is also a distinct tongue of warm water that hugs the southeast coast, 

originating from the outflow of warm, fresh water from James Bay [Prinsenberg, 1986c]. 

August September 

Sea Surface Temperature (°C) 

Figure 9.1: Monthly maps of MODIS-derived SST for Hudson Bay and connecting waters 
during the ice-free season of 2005 
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9.1.2: Wind speed and gas transfer velocity 

Figure 9.2 shows the mean monthly 10m wind speed derived from the QuikSCAT 

imagery, while Figure 9.3 shows gas transfer velocity (kave), Wind speeds were lower in 

August than in the following months, with the strongest winds located along the southern 

coast. In September, wind speeds increased significantly, and a fairly uniform mean of~ 7 

ms-1 was observed in most areas. In October the highest mean wind speeds were recorded, 

with winds in the northern part of the bay exceeding 8 ms-1
. 

The resulting kave values largely follow the pattern in 1 Orn wind speed, as would be 

expected. Transfer velocity was unifonnly low across the region in August ( ~6 cm hr-1 in 

most location), and increased markedly in September and October (> 10 cm hr-1 in most 

locations). All months experienced some asymmetry in the spatial distribution of kave, with 

the highest values along the southern coasts in August, along the south and west coasts in 

September and across the northern part of Hudson Bay in October. 

9.1.3 - f C02sw distributions 

The distribution of dissolved CO2 ( shown as f CO2sw scaled to the base of the mass 

diffusive layer) derived from the SST imagery is shown in Figure 9.4. As would be 

expected, the distributions of /CO2sw follow the patterns in SST. In August, JC02sw was the 

highest, with values exceeding 440 ~Latm near the James Bay outflow and along the southern 

coasts. Lower values (~370-400 µatm) were observed in the center of the bay where the 

remnant ice cover was located, and along the northeast coast corresponding to the Foxe Basin 

inflow. Since the calculated JCO2atm was very consistent at 360 ± 1 µatm (not shown), the 

sea surface supersaturated in CO2 with respect to the atmosphere across most of the bay 

during August. 
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September 

Mean 10mWind Speed (m s-1) 

Figure 9.2: Monthly maps of QuikSCAT derived 10m wind speed for Hudson Bay and 
connecting waters during the ice-free season of 2005. Blank pixels near the coastline are due 
to a masking algorithm that removes pixels potentially contaminated by land. 

September 

Monthly Mean Gas Transfer Velocity (kave) (cm hr-1) 

Figure 9.3: Monthly map of mean gas transfer velocity for Hudson Bay and connecting 
waters during the ice-free season of 2005, using the Sweeney, et al., [2007] parameterization. 

During September fCO2sw decreased in line with the decreasing SST trend, allowing 

some of the northern regions to become undersaturated in CO2. The southern regions (and in 

particular near James Bay) remained supersaturated, although values decreased in most areas. 

By October, SST had decreased sufficiently to make most of Hudson Bay 

undersaturated in CO2 with respect to the atmosphere. The only regions that remained 

supersaturated were along the southern coasts, and near the James Bay outflow where values 

were in the 380-400 µatm range. Waters in northern Hudson Bay decreased to less than 300 

µatm, while across most of the center of the bay values ranged from 300-340 µatm. 
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September 

fC025w (uatm) 

Figure 9.4: Monthly maps of fC02sw, scaled to the base of the mass diffusive boundary 

layer ( fCO 2:~: ). For all months, fCO2air is 360 ± 1 µatm; therefore any colours from yellow 

to red represent supersaturation, while green shades represent undersaturation. The 
interpolation is limited to Hudson Bay, because the reliability of the algorithm in other 
regions is uncertain due to a lack of field data. 

August September 

Figure 9.5: Monthly maps of the flux of CO2 for Hudson Bay during the 2005 open water 
season, calculated using the Sweeney et al. (2007) gas transfer velocity parameterization. 
Negative values (light green to blue) indicate absorption of CO2, while positive values (light 
green to red) indicate outgassing of CO2• 

9.1.4 - Fluxes of C02 

Figure 9.5 shows the monthly fluxes of CO2 calculated using the Sweeney, et al,. 

[2007] k parameterization. In these images, the combined effects off CO2sw and kave become 

apparent. In August, when fC02sw was the highest, much of the northern part of Hudson Bay 
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only experienced weakly positive fluxes of CO2. This was a result of low kave values due to 

the low wind speeds experienced during that month (Figures 9 .2 and 9 .3 ). Towards the 

southern parts of the bay fluxes were much higher (approaching 10 mmol m-2 daf1
) as a 

result of higher gas transfer velocities (Figure 9.3), and higher /CO2sw (Figure 9.4). Also of 

note are the neutral fluxes in the cooler water areas associated with the cool tongue from 

Foxe Basin and the remnant ice cover. 

In September, the decreasing /CO2sw values were compensated by much higher gas 

transfer velocities, and as a result there was strong outgassing of CO2 across most of the Bay. 

The most intense positive fluxes occurred along the southern coasts and near James Bay, 

where f CO2sw was highest (Figure 9 .4 ), and offshore of the north east coast where gas 

transfer velocity was highest (Figure 9.3). The cool water from Foxe Basin remained neutral, 

while some of the areas in northern Hudson Bay acted as weak sinks of CO2. 

By October, the undersaturated /CO2sw values and the strong kave values combined to 

switch Hudson Bay into a fairly strong sink of CO2 . During this month the lowest /CO2sw 

values and the highest kave values occurred concurrently in northern Hudson Bay, driving 

absorption ofCO2 in excess of -10 mmol m-2 dai 1
. The intensity of this absorption 

decreased towards the south, with most of the southern coasts being nearly neutral, and with 

the waters near James Bay still acting as a weak source of CO2 (~2- 4 mmol m-2 daf1
). 

9.2 - Discussion 

9.2.1 - Merits of the remote sensing approach 

Table 9.1 shows the integrated flux measurements over Hudson Bay during each of 

the three months and for the open water season as a whole. The flux for the month of 

October calculated using the remote sensing data is -5.8 mmol m-2dai1; considerably higher 

than the previous rough estimate of -1.6 mmol m-2dai1 (section 7.2.2). The reasons for this 

deviation lie in the different datasets and approaches used for the two approximations, and 

underline why a rigorous remote sensing approach is more desirable than the rough 

estimation approach. 

First, the NCEP wind field (Figure 7. 7) yielded much lower wind speeds (i.e. 

maximum of ~7 ms-1
) compared to the QuikSCAT wind field (Figure 9.2, maximum of ~10 
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ms-1
). This negative bias is consistent with the findings of Smith, et al., [2001] who found 

that NCEP wind speeds are significantly negatively biased when winds exceed 5 ms-1
• This 

bias will cause k to be underestimated, particularly where wind speed is the highest [ Olsen, et 

al., 2005]. In this study, the highest wind speeds coincided with regions of large 

undersaturation (i.e. in northern Hudson Bay), which means that the CO2 absorption would 

be underestimated when using the NCEP wind products. Another consideration is that the 

use of a k parameterization for average wind speeds does not properly capture the 

contribution of episodic high winds, as discussed and corrected in section 8.2.4 [Wanninkhof, 

et al., 2002; Olsen, et al., 2005]. 

Secondly, the interpolated SST grid from the field data (Figure 7.6b) does not 

adequately reproduce the cold temperatures in northern Hudson Bay. This is probably 

because no sampling was conducted in this region (Figure 6.1 ). The colder temperatures in 

northern Hudson Bay (as shown in Figure 9.1) create lowerjCO2sw (Figure 9.4 compared to 

Figure 7.8a) and higher solubility, which would once again drive a stronger negative flux of 

CO2. 

Although the use of remote sensing data does not completely eliminate uncertainty, 

and does have its own drawbacks (see section 9.2.3), it does eliminate some of the problems 

inherent in rough estimates of fluxes. Remote sensing is clearly a superior method of 

extrapolating a limited data set. 

Table 9.1: Spatially integrated fluxes of CO2 in Hudson Bay for August-October and the 
entire open water season, calculated as per the different k parameterizations. 

Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Season 

S07 N00 WM99 
mmol m-2daf1 TgC 11111101 m-2daf 1 TgC mmol m-2daf1 

4.10 1.12 3.54 0.97 3.51 
5.29 1.40 4.51 1.19 5.43 
-5.83 -1.59 -4.95 -1.35 -6.68 
1.15 0.93 1.00 0.81 0.70 

9.2.2 - Significance 

TgC 
0.96 
1.43 
-1.82 
0.57 

The month-by-month variability in Hudson Bay is quite striking; outgassing occurs 

during August and September, but is counteracted to a degree by absorption during October 

(Table 9.1). By weighting each month by the number of days, an integrated open-water 
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season flux for Hudson Bay was calculated to be + 1.15 mmol m-2 daf 1 (using the Sweeney et 

al. [2007] k parameterization). The positive flux is a somewhat surprising result, given that 

most Arctic seas act as sinks of CO2, with some of them being quite significant (Table 5.1). 

As discussed previously, the reason for this deviation probably lies in the different oceanic 

characteristics that exist in Hudson Bay. While vigorous springtime blooms drive strong 

absorptions on other Arctic shelves ( e.g. Bates [2006] estimated fluxes ofup to -90 mmol m-2 

daf1 during the spring bloom in the Clrnkchi Sea) there is no evidence for a spring bloom in 

Hudson Bay [Anderson and Roff; 1980]. A strong bloom can create a low /CO2sw level that 

can be maintained throughout the season as the surface ocean cools. Although it may be that 

the bloom has not yet been observed in Hudson Bay, it is likely that the bloom is weak due to 

the surface stratification that exists from run off and ice melt [ Prinsenberg, 1986c] preventing 

mixing and nutrient entrainment to the surface layers. By the same token, river runofftends 

to elevate /CO2sw levels as discussed in section 2.5. The outgassing observed in the East 

Siberian Sea (Table 5 .1) is believed to be caused by decay of organic matter of terrestrial 

origin [ Nitishinsky, et al., 2007] , which could be similar to the processes occurring in Hudson 

Bay. Deep mixing during the winter has also been observed in Hudson Bay [Prinsenberg, 

1986c], which could bring CO2 rich waters to the surface. 

The significance of the positive flux of CO2 is particularly noticeable when placed in 

terms of a total mass of carbon. By applying the mean fluxes to the spatial extent of Hudson 

Bay (~7.3 x 105 km2) over the 92 day open water season, an outgassing of 0.93 TgC is 

calculated (Table 9.1). This is an imp01iant result, because past attempts to estimate the 

contribution of coastal seas to the atmospheric CO2 budget have been forced to fill in gaps by 

estimating fluxes based on regional analogues [Borges, et al., 2005; Cai, et al., 2006]. As 

Table 5.1 indicates, the analogues for Hudson Bay would suggest a strong sink of CO2. The 

Borges, et al. [2005] and Cai, et al., [2006] studies use this approach, and although neither 

author intended their inventories to be used as predictive models for fluxes in specific 

regions, if Hudson Bay had been included in their computations of global coastal CO2 flux it 

would have been assumed to contribute an annual flux of -8.8 and -10.6 TgC, respectively. If 

these authors' assumptions that air-sea exchange occurs in Arctic seas only during the open

water season are adopted, the present study would suggest an annual contribution of +0.93 

TgC; an obviously significant difference. This disconnect does not undermine the results of 
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upscaling studies of coastal CO2 flux, but rather emphasizes the importance of collecting 

field data in unstudied coastal regions. This also highlights the contribution ofremote 

sensing, because if only the field data is used (i.e. as in Chapter 7), it might be assumed that 

Hudson Bay is a sink of CO2, albeit weaker than may be predicted. 

9. 2. 3 - Biases and uncertainty 

Although bias and error has been minimized wherever possible, it is still important to 

discuss sources of error that may be inherent in this study. The most obvious source of error 

lies in the choice of k parameterization. As Table 9.1 shows, the different k 

parameterizations give results that vary by up to 40%. The differences are most notable 

when wind speeds are high (e.g. in September and October), which means that uncertainty is 

higher in those months. It should be noted, however, that the current parameterizations for 

gas transfer vary much less than they did a decade ago [Stephens, et al., 1995], indicating that 

improvements are being made. It is also important to note that all of the solutions fork 

indicate a net outgassing for the season, and there is some measure of confidence in that 

result. 

Another bias that may exist in our work arises from the inability of the QuikSCA T 

wind products to resolve wind speeds near the coast. As Figures 4 and 5 show, there are 

large areas around all coasts, and particularly to the northeast of James Bay where no wind 

retrievals are available. The total area of these "missing pixels" is estimated to account for 

~10% of the total surface area of Hudson Bay. Since the coastal areas (and in particular 

north of James Bay) tend to be regions where supersaturations are stronger, this may 

represent a slight bias towards lower outgassing. This could contribute to the higher 

absorption calculated in October for the remote sensing study compared to the results of 

Chapter 7. 

It is also important to discuss how the results of this study should be applied to 

budgets of coastal CO2 flux. Most attempts to include Arctic seas in coastal budgets use 

open water estimates (such as the one calculated in this study), and assume that gas transfer 

is capped throughout the rest of the year by sea ice [ Borges, et al., 2005; Cai, et al., 2006]. If 

it is assumed that air-sea gas exchange is limited to this season, the 0.93 TgC source could be 

added on to the Cai, et al. [2006] coastal ocean carbon budget, since they did not include 
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Hudson Bay. However, despite the identification of August-October as the open water 

season, large amounts of open water typically exist from the end of June to late in November 

[Markham, 1986] (see Figure 5.5). Fluxes no doubt occur at this time, but the remote sensing 

approaches described here are complicated by the presence of ice. It is also difficult to know 

if the relationships betweenpCO2sw and SST hold through those seasons without conducting 

fieldwork. If a spring bloom does occur in Hudson Bay, it would most likely occur shortly 

after ice breakup - a time period which has not been surveyed to date. Finally, the traditional 

assumption of sea ice as a barrier to gas transfer has recently been questioned [Papakyriakou, 

et al., 2003; Semiletov, et al., 2004; Delille, et al., 2007] indicating that fluxes may also occur 

through the sea ice at certain periods during the year. Therefore, a constraint on the annual 

flux of CO2 that might for budgeting purposes clearly requires more investigation. 

9.3 - Summary 

This chapter and the previous one have shown that SST is an appropriate variable for 

extrapolating observations of pCO2sw in Hudson Bay. It appears that the use of ocean colour 

data would have improved the extrapolation slightly, but the current state of bio-optical 

algorithms in Case 2 waters excluded this approach from operational use. The strength of the 

SST-pCO2sw algorithm is probably a result of the oligotrophic nature of Hudson Bay, and it 

therefore should not be assumed that such relationships would hold in other coastal seas 

where the dissolved CO2 regime is usually more complex. For this reason, the use of ocean 

colour products for pC02sw extrapolations should be an area of active research in the future. 

By using the derived SST-pCO2sw relationship with MODIS Aqua imagery, monthly 

maps of dissolved CO2 for the August-October open water season were created. From these 

maps, strong supersaturations of sea surface CO2 were observed in August and September, 

which reverted to undersaturations in October as the ocean surface waters cooled. Most of 

the near-shore areas that are strongly influenced by river discharge remained supersaturated 

throughout the open water season. Of particular interest was the role of sea ice and ocean 

currents in conditioning the surface temperah1re, thus in tum conditioning pC02sw· 

To estimate monthly gas transfer velocity wind retrievals from the QuikSCAT 

scatterometer were used. The results of this analysis showed that wind speeds (and thus gas 

transfer velocities) in August were significantly lower than in September or October. This 
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had an important impact on the calculated fluxes of C02, because the highest potential for 

outgassing occurred in August, yet the highest exchange rates occurred in October when the 

potential for absorption was highest. 

The calculated fluxes revealed that over the 2005 open water season, Hudson Bay 

acted as a source of C02 during the months of August and September, and as a sink of C02 

during the month of October. Despite the strong absorption towards the end of the season, 

the net flux was determined to be pos itive . This result is a significant departure from 

observations on most high-latitude continental shelves. The reasons for this departure are 

probably related to low biological productivity and high river discharge, although these 

hypotheses should be pursued with more rigorous testing in the future. Also of importance 

for future work is an understanding of the pC0 2sw regime in other seasons. Since seasonal 

cycles of sea ice, river discharge and surface temperature are very pronounced in Hudson 

Bay, only by sampling other seasons will we be able to constrain the annual flux of C02 in 

the region. 
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Chapter 10: Conclusions 

As stated in chapter 1, the objectives of this study were essentially twofold: (1) to 

create an estimate of CO2 flux in the Hudson Bay region during the 2005 ice free season 

(August-October), and (2) to generate hypotheses about the biogeochemical factors 

controlling CO2 flux in Hudson Bay. This chapter summarizes how this thesis has addressed 

these objectives, and suggests what future work this study may engender. 

10.1 - Flux of CO2 in Hudson Bay During the 2005 Ice Free Season 

As described in chapters 6 and 7, the field observations off CO2sw collected from 

September 15 - October 26 2005 showed that the sea surface in Hudson Bay tends to be 

supersaturated in CO2 with respect to the atmosphere near the coast, and is undersaturated in 

the offshore regions. By using in situ observations of /CO2atm and 1 Orn wind speed, 

instantaneous fluxes of CO2 were calculated. Out gassings ranging from 0.1 to 13 .1 mmol m-

2 daf1 were calculated for the near-shore areas, while absorptions ranging from 0.2 to -19.0 

mmol m-2 daf1 were calculated for the offshore areas. To determine the source/sink status 

for Hudson Bay during the period of the field survey, a rough estimate was calculated by 

extrapolating the /CO2sw, SST and SAL measurements and by using NCEP reanalysis data to 

calculate the average gas transfer velocity. This calculation estimated that Hudson Bay acted 

as a weak sink of -1.6 mmol m-2 daf I during the month of October. 

In chapters 8 and 9, this estimate was improved and extended throughout the rest of 

the August-October ice free season by using remote sensing data. Predictive algorithms for 

/CO2sw were created using SST and acooM, based on the high correlations observed in 

chapter 7. These algorithms were then applied to remotely sensed images of SST and acooM 

using thermal and spectral data from the MODIS aqua satellite. Unfortunately, the poor 

retrieval of satellite acooM limited the operational use of the algorithms to SST. From the 

extrapolated maps off CO2sw, month] y fluxes of CO2 were calculated from August-October 

by using twice-daily QuikSCAT wind retrievals to calculate gas transfer velocity. This 

approach revealed that in August and September f CO2sw was supersaturated across most of 

the region resulting in net outgassing ( 4.10 and 5 .29 mmol m-2 daf 1, respectively). The 
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lower outgassing in August was due to weak winds, and thus low gas transfer velocity. In 

October JC02sw was considerably lower, and a negative net flux of CO2 (-5.83 mmor2 daf 
1
) was estimated. Although the flux of CO2 in October was in the same direction as 

estimated in chapter 7, it was of notably higher magnitude. The most likely reasons for this 

discrepancy are the poor quality of the NCEP wind data [Smith, et al., 2001], and improved 

interpolation of SST, SAL and /CO2sw using the remote sensing data. 

Overall, Hudson Bay was determined to act as a weak source of CO2 (1.15 mmor2 

daf1
) during the ice-free season. Integrated over the surface area of the bay, this equates to 

an outgassing of 0.93 TgC. Some uncertainty remains with the poor resolution of QuikSCA T 

data near the coasts, and with the uncertainty of wind speed - k parameterizations. However, 

all k parameterizations used resulted in a positive flux of CO2, ranging from 0.57 - 0.93 

TgC. From this assessment, it can be concluded with a fair degree of confidence that during 

the 2005 open water season, Hudson Bay acted as a source of CO2 of approximately 0.93 

TgC. 

10.2 - Controls on CO2 flux in Hudson Bay 

As stated in chapter 1, this study was not designed to determine what biogeochemical 

processes determine /CO2sw, and hence the flux of CO2 in this region. However, the strong 

relationship between /CO2sw and other oceanographic variables certainly merits the creation 

of hypotheses that could be tested in the future. Chapter 7 showed that /CO2sw is strongly 

correlated with SST, salinity and CDOM, and weakly correlated with chla. All four of these 

variables can be attributed to processes that modify /CO2sw, but their interrelated nature 

makes it difficult to determine which might most strongly be affecting the /CO2sw· 

Certainly, there appears to be a strong relationship between f CO2sw and river 

discharge in Hudson Bay. Along the near-shore areas where waters were warmer, fresher, 

and contained high levels of CDOM / CO2sw was much higher than in the offshore area where 

waters were more typically marine. Warmer temperatures associated with river discharge 

may have raised /CO2sw through thermodynamic effects [Takahashi, et al., 1993]. It is also 

possible that rivers entering the bay already have elevated /CO2sw values due to the net 

heterotrophy which tends to be common in rivers as they reach their outlet [Raymond, et al., 
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2000]. Estuaries also tend to be net heterotrophic, which could have further increased 

f CO2sw in the areas where river discharge is most intense [ Frankignoulle, et al., 1998]. 

Biological activity appears not to be a strong control on /CO2sw due to the documented 

oligotrophic nature of the bay during the open water season, although higher biological 

activity in the near-shore zones may have offset heterotrophic activity to some degree 

[Anderson and Roff, 1980]. Also of interest is the role of sea ice, which clearly played a role 

in conditioning SST, but also may have affected /CO2sw by diluting DIC as it melted (e.g. 

Rysgaard, et al., [2007]). This could partially account for lower JC02sw in the offshore 

regions where ice melt is a strong contributor to the freshwater balance [Granskog, et al., 

2007]. 

An understanding of the controlling factors on CO2 flux is important for a number of 

reasons. A simple estimation of what may be controlling JC02sw will allow for a 

determination of whether or not the work summarized in this thesis was representative of an 

"average" year in Hudson Bay, or whether oceanographic conditions were somewhat 

anomalous. If conditions (e.g. runoff, SST, sea ice) were fairly representative of the mean 

annual state, then it might be assumed that the derived estimates of CO2 flux are a useful 

estimate of the mean annual flux of CO2 in the region. If conditions were anomalous, then a 

greater understanding of inter-annual variability would be required to assess the 

representativeness of the study. In the same vein, a detailed understanding of the 

oceanographic controls will allow for an understanding of how changes in the mean state 

might affect the annual flux of CO2. This level of understanding would allow for 

assessments of how climate change might modify the CO2 flux regime. 

Clearly, the present study does not have the necessary components to disentangle all 

of the potential contributions to JC0 2sw • However, future studies could investigate some of 

the potential avenues outlined in this section. The key hypothesis arising from this study is 

that freshwater (both of riverine and sea ice origin) plays a strong role in determining JC02sw 

in Hudson Bay. 
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10.3 - Future Work 

Although the results of this thesis are unique and provide the most comprehensive 

understanding of air-sea CO2 flux in Hudson Bay to date, the true goal of any study of 

regional CO2 fluxes should be the creation of an annual budget. By having an annual budget 

of CO2 flux in Hudson Bay, a better understanding of the global contribution of coastal seas 

to atmospheric CO2 can be created. Unfortunately, this study falls short of that goal. Further 

work needs to be conducted to determine how the annual cycle of CO2 flux proceeds in the 

region. In particular the presence or absence of a spring bloom and its effect on / CO2sw and 

CO2 fluxes needs to be assessed. For periods when ice concentrations are high but 

significant open water still exists, studies are needed to assess how the surrounding sea ice 

may affect gas transfer through the open ocean by suppressing wind driven turbulence. 

There is also a need for studies to assess whether or not significant fluxes of CO2 occur 

through the sea ice itself during the fall, winter and spring. 

Future work should also focus on testing the hypotheses that this thesis draws about 

the biogeochemical controls on f CO2sw· This would likely require a better understanding of 

the chemistry in Hudson Bay (particularly DIC/TA), focused studies on the role of rivers and 

estuaries, and a better understanding of how sea ice melt and formation might affect f CO2sw• 

These avenues of investigation are impo1iant, because it is only by understanding the controls 

on f CO2sw that we can begin to asses how changes in climate might ultimately impact fluxes 

of CO2 in Hudson Bay. 
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Appendix A: Calculations 

A.1 Calculation of 10m wind speed 

The NOAA/COARE (Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment) algorithm 

for the bulk parameterization of air-sea fluxes was originally published by Fairall et al. 

[ 1996]. Since that time it has gone through several re-evaluations, and now exists in version 

3.0 [Fairall, et al., 2003]. The algorithm is primarily designed to estimate fluxes of heat, 

moisture and momentum from variables typically collected by ships, buoys or remote sensing 

platforms. In this project, the COAR E algorithm was used to estimate atmospheric stability 

for the purposes of scaling wind speed measurements, and to estimate the skin temperature. 

The necessary input parameters for the COARE algorithm, and the utilized output parameters 

are shown in Table A. I. A description of the scaling methodology follows. 

Table A.1: Input and output variables for the NOAA/COARE algorithm. The output 
variables highlighted in bold were used in this analysis. 

Input Variables 
Zu - height of wind meas. 
zt - height of air temperature rneas. 
zq - height of air humidity meas. 
ts _ depth - depth of SST meas 
u - wind speed (m/s), height zu 
us - surface current (m/s) 
ts - bulk surface sea temp ( cent) 
t - air temp (cent), height zt 
qs - surface sat spec humidity (g/kg) 
q - air spec humidity (g/kg), height zq 
Rs - downward solar flux (w/mA2) 
Rl - downward IR flux (w/m/\2) 
Zi - inversion height ( m) 
P - air pressure (mb) 
Rain - rain rate (mm/hr) 
Lon - longitude ( deg E=+) 
Lat - latitude (deg N=+) 

Output Variables 
hsb -sensible heat flux (w/m/\2) 
hlb - latent heat flux (w/mA2) 
RF - rain heat flux(w/mA2) 
wbar - webb mean w (m/s) 
tau - stress (nt/m/\2) 
zo - velocity roughness length (m) 
zot - temperature roughness length (m) 
zoq - moisture roughness length (m) 
L - Monin _ Obukhov stability length 
usr - turbulent friction velocity (m/s) 
tsr - temperature scaling parameter (K) 
qsr - humidity scaling parameter (g/g) 
dte - cool skin t depression (K) 
dqer - cool skin hum depression (gig) 
tkt - cool skin thickness (m) 
Cd - velocity drag coefficient at zu 
Ch - heat transfer coefficient at zt 
Ce - moisture transfer coefficient at zq 
Cdn _ 10 -10-m velocity drag coefficient 
Chn 10 - 10-m heat transfer coefficient 
Cen 10 - 10-m hum transfer coefficient 
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Following Stull [1988] adjusted log-linear wind speed profiles can be used to estimate 

the wind speed at a desired height, z (in this case, z=lOm) given the von-Karman constant 

(k=0.4), the Monin-Obukhov stability length, the friction velocity and the roughness length: 

Step 1: Determine stability 

The parameter z/L can be used to esti mate atmospheric stability. If z/L > 0, we can assume a 

stable atmosphere. If z/L=0, the atmosphere is neutral, and if z/L < 0, the atmosphere is 

unstable. 

Step 2: Calculate the (adjusted) log-linear wind speed profile. 

For neutral (z/L = 0) conditions, use: 

Uz (1) (ZJ 
u* = k In ~ 

For non-neutral conditions, use: 

Where lj/M ( ~) for stable conditions (z/L > 0) is: 

Where lj/M ( ~) for unstable conditions (z/L < 0) is: 

lj/M (~) = -2ln[ (1 :x) J-[ln (I +
2
x' )] + 2tan-'(x)-; 

Where x = [1-(15z/L)] 114 
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Verification 

Since the variables used in the estimation of wind speed at 1 Orn use modeled 

variables from the NOAA/COARE algorithm, and not the actual wind speed at measurement 

height (14.6m, see Figure 6.3) the same variables can be used to predict the wind speed at the 

measurement height. This gives some estimation of how well the algorithm is estimating the 

wind profile. This comparison is shown in Figure A. I, and indicates that the prediction is 

very robust. 
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Figure A.1: Comparison of measured wind speed at measurement height and modeled wind 
speed at measurement height. The resulting relationship shows very little bias or random 
error. 
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A.2 Calculation of pC02 from xC02 

Care must be taken when calculating pC0 2 from dry air mixing ratios acquired from 

pC02 equilibration systems. As stated in chapter 6, this can be accomplished using the 

equation: 

[A.I] 

where xCO2eq is the dry air mixing ratio in the equilibration chamber, P is the atmospheric 

pressure, and pH20 is the partial pressure of water vapour at the in situ temperature and 

salinity from which the water sample was taken. The term pH20 has been parameterized by 

Weiss and Price [1980]: 

pH20 = (1/760) x (1-5.368x10-4 x Sal) x 
EXP([0.00394 7-(l /SST)]/ l .8752xl 0-4) [A.2] 

where Sal and SST are the in situ salinity and sea surface temperature (in degrees K), 

respectively and pH20 has units of atm. 

A.3 Calculation of/ C02 

Two sources provide a good explanation of how to determine the correction factor 

/(g), introduced in equation 3.19; the appendix of McGillis and Wanninkho/[2006] and 

SOP24 of DOE [1994]. The DOE [1994] paper shows a detailed derivation of.fCO2, while 

the McGill is and Wanninkhof [2006] paper appears to have some minor errors. Both papers 

draw from the original formulation of Weiss [1974]. 

To convert to JCO2, the following equations were applied: 

[A.3] 

[A.4] 

where pCO2 is the partial pressure of CO2 in a gas mixture (in Pa), P is the atmospheric 

pressure (in Pa), R is the ideal gas law constant (8.31451), T is the air temperature (or SST, 
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in K), B11 is the second virial coefficient for pure CO2 and ac0 2_air is the adjustment for an 

air mixture [Weiss, 1974] (equations A.5 & A.6 below). 

BI I = -1636.75 + 12.0408(T)- 3.27957xl 0-2 (T)2 + 3.16528xl0-5x(T)3 [A.5] 

aC02-air = 57.7-0.118(T) [A.6] 

A.4 Calculation of Solubility 

Solubility was calculated via the equations of Weiss [ 197 4]. These equations were 

derived empirically, and in the original paper are presented in two forms. One form 

calculates molar solubility in units of mol r' atm-1
, and the other computes in gravimetric 

solubility in units of mol kg-1 atm-1. For this study, the expression that calculates solubility in 

mol r1 atm-1 was used in order to arrive at the proper units when using the bulk 

parameterization equations. This equation takes the form: 

ln s = A1 + A2(100/SST) + A3 ln(SST/100) + 
SAL[B1 + B2(SST/l00) + B3(SST/100)2] [A.7] 

where s is solubility, and the A and B term are empirically derived coefficients (see Table 

A.2). It is important to note that in this expression, SST has units of 0K. 

Table A.2: Values of coefficients for use in equation A.7 [Weiss, 1974]. 
Coefficient Value 

A1 -58.0931 
A2 90.5069 
A3 22.2940 
B 1 -0.027766 
B2 -0.025888 
B3 0.0050578 

A.5 Calculation of Schmidt Number 

The Schmidt number (Sc) is a dimensionless coefficient defined as the kinematic 

viscosity of water divided by the diffus ion coefficient of the gas of interest [ Wanninkhof, 
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1992]. This number is important, because the gas transfer velocity has been shown to be 

dependant upon Sc [Deacon, 1977; Ledwell, 1984; Coantic, 1986]. Sc varies depending on 

the gas being studied, and the SST. Thus a Schmidt number should be determined for each 

gas at each observed SST. Jahne et al. [1987a] empirically derived Schmidt numbers and 

their temperature dependency for a number of gases. The empirical formula is of the form: 

Sc= A - B(SST) + C(SST)2 - D(SST)3 [A.8] 

where SST in this case has units of 0c. The empirically derived coefficients A-D for C02 are 

shown in Table A.3. 

Table A.3: Values of coefficients for use in equation A.8 [Jahne, et al., 1987a]. 
Coefficient Value 

A 2073.1 
B 125.62 
C 3.6276 
D 0.043219 

A.6 Calculation of Prandtl Number 

The temperature dependence of the Prandtl number for seawater (referred to as Scheat 

in equation 3 .18) has been summarized by Kukulka, et al. [ 1987]: 

Scheat = 13.06e(-0.0303SS7) [A.9] 

where SST is the sea surface temperature in °C. 
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